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Five-year road program
may depend on truck tax
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"All we're saying is this is what
By SY RAMSEY
we'll do when the money comes,"
Associated Press Writer
Metts said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
The second plan disclosed
updated five-year road plan has
Wednesday adds 263 projects this
1:yen released by the administrator', which indicates that imyear to the blue book containing
the original projects and is conplementation depends on whether
the proposed truck tax is passed
tained in a red book. The years
by the 1982 legislature.
covered would be 1982 through
1986.
About $1.5 billion in federal and
Separate from these projects
state funds are involved in the
are major roads announced by the
latest list, presented by Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. and Transportation
administration last week under a
bond issue program which could
Secretary Frank Metts at a news
reach 81 billion in the next few
conference.
years.
They announced Wednesday
Those included Jefferson
that of the 469 projects listed in the
Freeway construction at
first plan covering 1981 to 1985, a
Louisville, the widening of Tates
total of 268 are ahead of schedule,
Creek in Fayette County,
187 are on schedule, 13 have been
reconstruction of U.S. 23 from
delayed and one deleted.
Paintsville to Ashland, building of
-The whole thing falls apart
part of the Ashland to Alexandria
without the truck tax,!' Metts addhighway between Maysville and
ed.
Alexandria and reconstruction of
He was referring to a proposed
U.S. 68 from Bowling Green to
formula under which the state
Russellville.
would impose levies on trucks acThe new five-year plan includes
cording to weight and distance.
280 highway construction and 284
But the governor was somewhat
bridge replacement projects.
indirect, saying that bond money
Brown said that of the $1.5
for other major projects not on the
billion cost estimate, one-third has
five-year plan has a definite link
with the proposed tax. • --------been made possible by numerous
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economies in the Transportation
Department under Metts, mainly
in administration and payroll.
Metts said that half of highway
costs include planning, right-ofway and utility acquisition and
savings in that area also helped
obtain more funding.
"This is a kind of payday for the
public where the taxpayer will see
his money," Metts said.
He said the new five-year plan
dovetails with pending legislation
under which the Bureau of
Highway will have to inform each
legislature in advance of the next
two years in projects.
"This would take our five-year
plan and make it a six-year plan,"
Mett said. "It will put it into
statutes."
Presumably, the new administration in 1983 would not be
able to change the road and bridge
priorities and indulge in what
Brown termed politics of the past.
The biggest chunk of the revised
plan is $543 million for interstate
(Continued on Page Two)

COMING DOWN — Joe Morton, left, and Jerry Mosgrove manuever a section of platform down the narrow
stairs in Calloway County Courthouse as they moved the court room to the new Robert 0. Miller Annex
Wednesday. Moving the furnishings down the stairs proved the most difficult part of the operation.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock

ms decides to resi

Seven localprojects included;
five sloteito begin during year
The five-year road plan released in Frankfort Wednesday includes seven projects in Calloway
County.
Five of the seven projects are
scheduled to begin during 1982 accenting to a spokeman in the
Department of Transportation office in Frankfort.
Of the seven, the major project
is the reconstruction of U. S. 641
(12th Street) from Sycamore to
Utterback Road. The project,
estimated to cost $6 million, will
four-lane a 2.5 mile section of the
highway through Murray.
The highway department expects to begin construction on that
project in 1985.
The other major project listed in
the plan is the replacement of
three bridges on Ky. 94, just east
of the Murray city limits. That
project, estimated to cost $3.7

letter to Bash.
Sources say Williams, 62, had
told colleagues privately that he
intends to resign after waging a
losing, seven-month battle to
avoid expulsion.
There still was a slight possibility Williams might change his
mind before the Senate votes on
the expulsion resolution. If the
resolution is adopted, Williams
would be the first senator to be expelled since the Civil War.
Williams was described as being distraught over his situation
and that has acceitinted for his
hesitation about his intentions,
sources said.
Publicly, the 23-year veteran of
the Senate said Wednesday that he
would continue to fight expulsion.
"Right now, I'm not thinking
about resignation," Williams said
on the fifth day of Senate hearings
on his case. An aide added that

WASHINGTON (AP) — Harrison A. Williams Jr., facing insurmountable odds against his expulsion from the Senate, has
decided to resign, congressional
million, is scheduled to begin this sources said today.
year.
One source, who asked not to be
Other projects scheduled to be
identified, said Williams had
started during 1982 include:
• Straightening of a curve on drafted a letter of resignation to
Chestnut Street on the Murray be delivered later today to Vice
State campus and creating a left President George Bush, in his conturn lane from Chestnut onto stitutional role as president of the
Waldrop. Estimated cost of the Senate.
.
project is $100,000.
This source said Williams, a
• Replacement of two bridge liberal New Jersey Democrat,
structures on U. S. 641, two-tenths planned to make an impassioned
of a mile south of Murray, declaration in a floor speech of his
estimated cost $551,000.
innocence in the FBI's undercover
• Replacement of a bridge on Abscam investigation, and then
Ky. 1346 over the east fork of would leave the Capitol.
Clark's River at a cost of $787,000.
Williams' chief defender, Sen.
• Replacement of a bridge on Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, planned
Ky. 464 over ,Tonathan Creek, five to disclose that Williams had writmiles east of U. S. 641., cost ten and delivered the resignation
$289,000.
Replacement of a bridge on Ky.
1346 over Rockhouse Creek is
scheduled for 1984 with a construction cost of $414,000.
WASHINGTON AP ) — Concluding that domestic programs
already have been cut to the bone,
members of the House and Senate
Appropriations Committees are
making clear they can't meet
President Reagan's call to slash
them an additional $14.2 billion.
— At the same time, congressional
Democrats say Reagan's partisan
attacks have given a hollow ring
to his overtures for bipartisan
compromise on his fiscal 1983
budget.
A number of subcommittee
chairmen of the Senate Appropriations Committee are telling Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Ore.,
the panel's chairman, that no further reductions can be made in the
domestic programs under their
jurisdiction, according to a congressional source.

enate seat

Among those who said they
Williams has "no intention of
would vote for expulsion was New
resigning."
Jersey's junior senator, Democrat
The Senate had been expected to
who had refused for
vote on censure Wednesday, but Bill Bradley,
a position on
take
to
months
the vote was postponed and could
Williams' expulsion.
come today.
Although Bradley said he was
Even the sponsor of the censure
by what has been called
vote, Democratic Whip Alan troubled
of power" by the FBI in
abuse
"an
Cranston, D-Calif., said it would
he said he watfail. And Cranston that if Williams the Abscam case,
government
the
tapes
the
ched
does not resign, it will be impossimeetings with
Williams'
of
made
expulsion.
avoid
to
him
ble for
sheik.
After the censure vote, assum- a phosy Arab
contended that
Prosecutors
ing it is taken, the Senate would
at those
agreed
Williams
turn its attention once again to the
to
influence
his
use
to
meetings
expulsion resolution recommendwhich he
in
venture
mining
a
help
ed unanimously by the Senate
had a hidden interest and which
Ethics Committee last summer.
was to be financed by a $100
The disclosure about William's million loan from an undercover
plans came as a chorus grew FBI agent posing as a sheik.
among Senate Democrats for
Williams has been sentenced to
Williams' expulsion for his convic- three years in prison and fined
tion on bribery and conspiracy $50,000 for his Abscam conviccharges.
tions.

Commiftee can not meet budget cut demands
The full committee was meeting
today to consider its recommendations to the Senate Budget Committee.
The source, who asked not to be
identified, said the full committee's spending recommendation is
likely to be for $17.8 billion more
than Reagan requested for the
fiscal year that begins Oct. 1.
On Wednesday, the House Apititititions Committee approved
by voice vote a report to the House
Budget Committee saying its
members have "come to the conclusion that there will not be
significant reductions made in the
existing levels of funding for
domestic programs."
"We've just about cut as far as
we can," said Rep. Jamie L. Whitten, D-Miss., the appropriations
panel chairman.

The report suggested that instead of deeper chops in domestic
programs, budget savings should
be found through changes in
military spending, taxes and programs in which government
benefits are paid directly to individuals.
Meanwhile, Senate Majority
Leader Howard H. Baker Jr. of
Tennessee said Wednesday evening that he and other top _GOP_
senators -are making good progress" in private discussions of
alternatives to Reagan's budget
and might have a list of proposed
changes to discuss with Reagan
and other Senate Republicans by
next week.
Another congressional source,
who also asked to remain
anonymous, said the group is considering about $40 billion to $45

Execution to continue by electrocution
REVISING PLAN — The Calloway County Disaster Emergency
Service team of Lucy Wright, coordinator; James Hornbuckle (standing left); and Robert Trenholm discuss revision of the county's
disaster plan.

Group updates, restructures
county's disaster procedures
The three-member Calloway
County Disaster Emerency Service team is in the process of updating and restructuring the county's disaster plan.
According to Lucy Wright, county coordinator, the new plan will
define and list all necessary procedures countians should observe
during any type of disaster. Working with Wright are Robert
Trenholm and James Hornbuckle.
The team had an organizational
meeting Wednesday afternoon.
.,A restructured plan is needed by
the county and the team will be
fully committed to the project
Wright said. She is executive

director of the Calloway County
chapter of American Red Cross,
added. Trenholm is with Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad and
Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service. Hornbuckle is
acting chief of Murray Fire
Department.
Trenholm said the key to a successful plan is community
awareness. Wright said some
community activities are being
planned for Severe Storms
Forecast Week during the week of
March 21. They will attend a
meeting tonight at the Emergency
Operations Center in Paducah to
discuss the week's activities.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Executions in Kentucky, if they are
ever carried out, will continue to
be by electrocution.
The House Judiciary-Criminal
Committee refused Wednesday to
go along with a proposal to change
the method of execution to lethal
chemical injection.
The committee voted 9-6 against
a bill sponsored by Rep. Harry
Moberly, D-Richmond.
Moberly said the intent of his
bill was not to endorse capital
punishment, but to make it more
humane.
"I am positive that the death
penalty will never be repealed in
Kentucky," Moberly said. "But if
we are going to have it, it should
be done in a manner other than
electrocution, which all can agree
is very barbaric."
Assistant Attorney General
Penny Warren told the committee
that three other states — Texas,
Oklahoma and Idaho — have
chemical injection executions.
She said the laws have
withstood court tests in Texas and
Idaho.

Rep. Dolly McNutt, D-Paducah,
said she was concerned with a
physician having to be involved at
some point, even if only to determine what kind of solution would
be used.
Reps. Joe Barrows, D Versailles, and Walter Blevins, DMorehead, said they were concerned that a more humane type
of execution might lead juries to
be more willing to hand down a
capital sentence.
"I am totally opposed to capital
punishment," said Rep. Bob
Heleringer, R-Louisville. "Any
method is barbaric, inhumane and
uncivilized."
The committee also rejected a
resolution calling for a comprehensive study of a determination of death law for Kentucky.
The resolution was introduced
by Rep. Mark Farrow, DStamping Ground, chairman of
the Judiciary-Civil Committee
which rejected a bill creating such
a law.
Farrow said he felt the matter
deserved more than two hours of
hearings before his committee.
The committee did approve bills

stormy

to strengthen the enforcement of
laws against child abuse and
Medicaid fraud. Both bills were
pushed by the attorney general's
office.
House Bill 669 would expand the
criminal abuse of children under
12 to include non-physical types of
abuse such as mental or verbal.
House Bill 536 would give the attorney general's Welfare Fraud
Unit more power in seeking prosecution of abuses of Medicaid by
providers, including triple
damages.
Richard Plymale, head of the
fraud unit, said the courts are
often reluctant to send a doctor or
dentist to jail, so the economic
penalties need to be stiff enough to
offer a deterent.
The committee also approved a
bill that would prohibit the display
of pornographic literature in any
retail establishment where persons under 18 might congregate.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Louis
Johnson, D-Owensboro, said the
standard of what is pornographic
would still be up to the community
standards of each area of the
state.
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billion worth of changes — with
roughly half of that coming from
higher taxes and half from spending cuts.
Other sources said an agreement appeared to be forming in
favor of a freeze on non-defense
domestic spending, and there was
some talk of extending such a proposal to the government's benefit
programs. It was not clear
whether Social Security would be
included.
Whatever ultimately is decided,
a large majority of the American
public wants Congress to modify
Reagan's proposed budget, according to a Washington Post-ABC
News poll.
The Post said in today's editions
that 62 percent of those polled
want Congress to make "substantial changes" in Reagan's budget.

Mostly cloudy today with
thundershowers likely. Highs in
the low 60s. Partial clearing early
tonight. Lows in the mid 40s. Partly cloudy and warm Friday. Highs
in the low 70s.
Saturday through Monday: Warm
with chance of showers Saturday,
clear to partly cloudy and cooler
Sunday and Monday. Highs in the
middle 60s Saturday and in middle
50s to around 60 Sunday and Monday. Lows in the middle 40s Saturday and in the 30s Sunday and
Monday.
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Legislative efforts continue
to begin annual UK-UL games
HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Despite a possible matchup between Kentucky and Louisville this
weekend in the NCAA basketball
tournament, the move to force a
regular season basketball game
between the two schools continues
in the Kentucky General
Assembly.
The House Education committee revised and then agreed to
send to the full House a bill to require Kentucky and Louisville to
play each other annually in
basketball and football.
The bill had been amended in a
previous committee meeting to
remove the football games and to
require a tournament involving all
of the four-year state-supported
universities — a move seen by the
bill's sponsor as an attempt to kill
it.
The committee agreed Wednesday to replace the amended bill
with a substitute that revived the
original measure, but without an
appropriation to staff a special
commission that would administer the games.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Louie
Guenthner, R-Louisville, later admitted that the move was aimed
at preventing the measure from
being sent on by the leadership to
the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, which considers bills
that contain appropriations.
Such a move this late in the session, which is in its final 20 days,
would be certain death for the bill.
Guenthner said he does expect
there will be an attempt to kill the
,
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bill in the House Rules Commit- rights to the Kentucky Educa- serious educational matters.
tee, which determines the move- tional Television network.
"I don't think this Legislature
ment of bills once they come out of
ought to be mandating sport
Barrows noted that KET is curcommittee.
schedules for the universities of
rently having a fund-raising drive
The Rules Committee is conthis state," Mrs. Freibert said.
because it does not get sufficient
However, Rep. Richard
trolled by the House leadership,
state revenue.
Fryman, R-Albany, said, "Any
which is opposed to the bill.
Rep. Pat Freibert, R-Lexington,
Majority Floor Leader Rep. Jim
time that we are talking about brLeMaster, D-Lexington, a former charged that the issue has created
inging $1% million to $3 million into the state, it is very serious
UK basketball player, says he a media sideshow in the commitbusiness."
doesn't think the Legislature tee to the detriment of more
should be dictating athletic
scheduling for state universities.
House Speaker Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, a UK law school
graduate, says he will go along
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Here are highlights of Wednesday's
with LeMaster on the issue.
session of the Kentucky General Assembly:
Guenthner said he was confc—r--Senate
—The Senat2 passed 35-1 and sent to the House a bill that would
dent the measure would pass if it
establish a board to choose the site for Kentucky's first commercial
reaches the House floor.
hazardous-waste dump.
Guenthner also said he thinks
—The Senate passed and sent to the House a bill that would remove
the potential match-up this Saturthe state's interest-rate ceiling on bank loans of $15,000 or less.
day between Kentucky and
House
Louisville in the NCAA Tourna—The House passed 95-0 a bill to fund pay supplements for profesment at Nashville, Tenn., would
sional firefighters and law enforcement officers and provide aid to
just "wet Kentuckian's appetite
volunteer fire departments.
for the game."
—The House passed 69-8 and sent to the Senate a bill to make the
He argued that the games would
persistent-felon penalties apply to people who commit crimes while
generate huge revenue for the two
on conditional discharge, release or furlough, who commit a felony
schools through the sale of tickets,
while already in custody for another felony, or commit a felony after
concessions and television rights
escaping from custody on another felony charge.
and would also generate revenue
—The House passed 84-2 and sent to the Senate a bill which imfor Louisville and Lexington.
plements a constitutional amendment passed last November allowThe committee rejected an ating communities to adopt a five-year moratorium on property
tempt to amend the bill to require
assessment for rehabilitated historic or older houses or buildings.
that the games be permanently
—The House passed 92-0 and sent to the Senate a bill which proheld at Lexington's Rupp Arena
vides that community services block grant funds will go exclusively
and Commonwealth Stadium,
to local communities to be used through community action agencies.
—The House passed 88-1 and sent to the Senate a bill allowing state
since they have the largest seating
employees to count up to six months of accumulated sick leave in
capacity.
computing retirement benefits.
The committee also cut off
debate before Rep. Joe Barrows, — —The House passed 77-5 and sent to the Senate a bill creating a
fund to compensate consumers damaged by errors or omissions of
D-Versailles, could offer an
real estate agents or brokers, to be funded by assessments against
amendment that wouIdlave given
licensed
agents.
the revenue from the television

Legislative highlights
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PHOTO COLLECTION — Mr. and Mrs. T. Waldrop and Mrs.
Trudie Doran Adams are pictured as they brouse through the exhibit
of the Antique Photo Collection in the Calloway County Public
Library. The new project, coordinated by library volunteers, is an effort to preserve some of Calloway County's historical material for
the information and enjoyment of future generations.
— —

House passes over bill
for teachers! witnesses

By HERBERT SPARROW
bill but said he would continue to
Associated Press Writer
work for teachers' rights while a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A member of the legislature.
bill that would have required that
The Education Committee also
a witness or lawyer be present in rejected a bill that would have remeetings between teachers and quired the Kentucky School for the
school administrators has ap- Deaf and School for the Blind to
parently died in a House commit- give equal consideration to
tee.
students with multiple handicaps.
The House Education CommitRep. Terry Mann, D-Newport,
tee voted Wednesday to pass over said he felt handicapped children
the bill at the request of its spon- should be given equal educational
sor, even though committee chair- opportunities, but said he didn't
man, Rep. Jody Richards, D- feel the Legislature should apBowling Green, had warned he prove the bill without making an
would not bring the bill back up equal financial commitment.
again.
Mann said it is obvious thatSeveral school administrators neither the state_ nor federal
said the bill would make a governments are willing to make
nightmare of school administra- that commitment at this time.
tion and would not effectively proThe committee did approve a
hibit harrassment.
bill expanding the Council on
"It would limit the ad- Higher Education to include two
ministrative ability of prin- appointees recommended by the
cipals," said Williams Nellie, ex- General Assembly.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An
ecutive director of the Kentucky
The committee approved an •
escapee from Eddyville state
Association of School Ad- amendment that would apparentpenitentiary was captured
ministrators.
ly let each of the state supported
Wednesday in a south Louisville
"You cannot legislate away per- universities also nominate a list of
residence, ending a two-day sonal conflictil or harrassment," candidates for the council.
search by 40 officers in the
Nallia said.
Ifow-ever, Richards, who inLouisville-area-,polite- said.
Rep. Pat Freibert, R-Lexingtent_ troduced the amendment on the
Louisville Sgt. Carl Yates said
city 'and Third District police ol-: said ,she felt the measure wosiili" behalf of 'House Speaker Bobby
ficers tintthe city robbery squad. create confrontations between Ricthirdnon;• D-Glasgow, said he.
teachers and administrators and
was notiware that was the intent.
surrounded a house at,2715 Helm
"unduly
hinder the principals'
in south Louisville and then capability to run schools."
tured David Lee Karnes,.
Rep. Harry Moberly, DYates said Karnes unsuccessfulRichmond, the bill's sponsor, said
(Continued from Page One)
ly tried to escape through the attic
he was amazed at the frenzy of op- projects, including reconstruction
and out a side window. Karnes has
position his measure had created.
of Interstate 65 and pavement
been charged with second degree
Moberly charged the opponents restoration on all the interstates.
escape and is being held in the Jefof the bill had reacted in a "knee
Also included are $71 million for
ferson County Jail for questioning
jerk"
manner and it was not an at- Appalachian development roads,
in a Louisville robbery.
tempt to piece-meal professional $208 million for bridge replaceThe search in Louisville began
negotiations.
ment, $133 million for primary
last night when Karnes and 25Moberly concened defeat of the
roads, $148 million for coal
year-old William E. Thompson, of
resource recovery roads and $200
Louisville, wrecked while being
million for highway work funded
pursued by a patrolman. Thompentirely by the state.
son was captured yesterday and
charged with possession of a handgun by a convicted felon, possesDavid Wayne Boldack, 31, was
sion of a defaced firearm and
The Murray Ledger & Times
arrested Tuesday night at a local
possession of a controlled
(USPS 3011-700.1
motel
by
Kentucky
State
Police,
substance.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
according to a KSP spokesman.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Boldack was charged with obThanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
taining a schedule 2 narcotic by
Inc , 106 N. 4th, Murray, Ky. 42071. Second
„fraud and deceit. He allegedly acClass Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
quired a drug, dilaiedid, by forgby carriers, 23.50 per month, payable in adThe Murray Planning Comis- ing prescriptions.
vance. By mail in Calloway County and to
sion will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and FarFollowing his arrest, Boldack
mington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan and
March 16, at City Hall.
was taken to Graves County Jail
Puryear, In., 924.50 per year. By mail to
The only item on the agenda is and transferred to a Memphis
other destinations $39.50 per year.
To reach all departments of the newspaper
the presentation of a rezoning re- hospital for treatment.
phone 753-1916.
quest from H.K. Ellis, according
KSP Det. Joe Cohoon was the
to Steve Zea,city planner.
arresting officer.

Louisville police
capture escapee

Roads...

State police arrest
man on drug charge
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1981 Cutlass Brougham, 2-door, loaded
with equipment, 11,000 act. miles, one
owner.
1981 Cutlass Supreme Coupe, Diesel, air
and power, 29,000 act. miles, one owner
Ky. Car.
1981 Cutlass Supreme Coupe, locally owned, 14,000 act. miles, power and air.
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1982 Chevrolet Celebrity, 4-door, air and
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1980 Olds Cutlass Brougham, 4-door, full
power and air,local, one owner.
1978 Olds Cutlass Supreme Coupe, 83,000
act. miles, locally owned, priced to sell!
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1976 Cutlass Supreme Coupe, fully equipped,locally owned,45,000 act. miles.
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Support strong
to restrain
federal spending

garrott's galley

by m.c. gorroff

As much as we hate to see them leave
the OVC,Western people are first class

By Joe Crump
Senator William L. Armstrong (Cob.)"...Recent
public opinion polls show overwhelming national
support for efforts to restrain Federal spending...
"Compared to other nations our economic performance has been dismal. The United States trails
Japan, the Netherlands, Italy, France, Germany,
and England in such basic barometers of economic
performance as Government spending as a percent
of gross national product...
"Young couples cannot buy homes, businesses
are being driven to the wall, and into bankruptcy,
and millions more are unemployed than a decade
ago...
"Unfortunately, however, the national consensus
for budgetary restraint is being skillfully undermined by those who claim the cuts will unfairly fall on
the needy persons. The facts show otherwise; while
needed measures of restraint would not be painless,
neither will the burden be unjust and heartless...
"We are not ever going to turn our backs on the
sick and needy. But we are also a country of practical people who realize that sliming down the
Federal budget is essential to restore our economy
to good health...
"Current Food Stamp benefits for families with
little or no income — more than 4 million of the current participants — will be essentially unchanged
by these proposals...
"I ask unanimous consent that the budget
justification be printed in the Record."
(A few excerpts)
Item. Federal efforts to mitigate welfare program work disincentives have had the effect of
creating a special class of those who receive income
supplements far in excess of the take-home pay of
their non-welfare working-counterparts.
Item. Federal employee injury compensation will
be altered so that benefit levels depend on takehome pay rather than gross pay. This will prevent
untaxed benefits from being higher than previous
take-home earnings...
Item. The Summer Feeding Program and the
Special Milk Program will be ended because
Federal support for nutrition is available through
Food Stamps, subsidies for school breakfasts and
lunches,and other programs...
Item. Energy assistance payments will be
counted as income in determining household
eligibility and benefit levels...
Item Since 1978, the primary beneficiaries of
Guaranteed Student Loans have been middle and
upper income families, many of whom could readily invest their own funds in high-yield financial investments.. making it profitable for families who
have the resources to educate their children (by)
borrowing money through the GSL program, reaping a windfall at the expense of the taxpayer...
Starting in 1982, only undergraduate students
with demonstrated financial need will receive
federally insured loans amounting to about 66.3
billion...

OVC officials had to go so far north to
Personally, I regret to see Western
pick up Akron and Youngstown. They
Kentucky University pull out of the
have about as much in common with
Ohio Valley Conference and go to
the rest of the OVC as I do with Jack
what they consider the more
prestigeous Sun Belt league.
Nicklaus. At the time I thought that
was kind of dumb — and still do.
They have their reasons for the
•••
move — primarily, they say, for
I have always regarded Western as
greater national exposure through
more television and for the money it
a first-class outfit, however, and the
generates. I can understand that.
Hilltoppers have done much over the
Although, as someone has said,
years to focus the national spotlight
their leaving the OVC is much like a
on the OVC. For that,I'm sure we are
all grateful.
husband shocking his wife by telling
So has Eastern with its national
her that after more than 30 years of
marriage he is getting a divorce, I'm
football champions and consistent
not sure any other school in the Ohio
play at that level. So has Murray's
Racers in the NIT and the football
Valley Conference — including our
playoffs.
own Murray State — would not do the
Down through the years, you must
same if given the opportunity.
admit, Western has had the real class
Visibility and money are the magic
athletic program of the conference,
words on campuses today.
but it has been the first-class personI just wonder what will happen to
nel at the Bowling Green school that
the OVC now. Will we still be treated
has so greatly impressed me,
to those spine-tingling Murrayespecially during these past 14 years.
Western games in Racer Arena and
•••
in Stewart Stadium? Will we still go
I know that no one — other,
to Bowling Green to see the Racers
possibly, than Marvin Glazer — gets
take 'em on up there?
a greater thrill from a Murray State
I hope so, because the Murrayvictory over a Western team than I
Western rivalry has been a legendo. It has always been like beating a
dary one for years. Generally, they
friend as far as I have been concernhave gotten the best of us at times,
ed.
but our Racers consistently give
Some of my best friends among the
them all they want.
other schools were and still are at
Sik what's, left — Eastern,
Western. Whenever we were on their
Morehead, Tennessee Tech, Middle
Tennessee,- Murray-,— Akron and- --campus and they knew it, they were
warm and gracious hosts — from the
Youngstown,the last two about as far
president on down.
out in the North 40 as you can go and
I remember one occasion when,
still understand the language.
while passing through Bowling
I never have understood why the

GRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
It takes more than a few excerpts from the mass
of available material to present a true picture of the
efforts to slow the growth of Federal spending.
Presentation of the facts is made even more difficult when TV News broadcasters purposely, or
otherwise, fail to present the true reasons for the
budget cuts.
No American will tolerate a_mave_ta reduce
assistance to the truly needy.

Budget deficits
head toward
$100 billion

Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor

The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Prom Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times and other AP News.

Green, Dwain McIntosh and I stopped to say hello to our public information counterpart up there, Don
Armstrong. He is now executive
secretary of the Kentucky Press
Association and lives in Frankfort.
Not only did Don introduce us to
virtually everyone in the administration building, but he had his
secretary notify the president, Dr.
Dero Downing, that we were on campus.
Dr. Downing insisted that we stop
by his office, too, for a visit. Since I
wasn't in coat and tie — having on,
mildly proinstead, a sports shirt
tested this, but nothing would do but
that we make that stop.
When we did, Dr. Downing came
out from behind that big desk of his
with a big smile and a firm handshake to greet us as if we were longtime golfing partners. He then took 30
minutes of his busy time to visit informally over coffee with us on one of
the big sofas in the formal livingroom setting of the other end of his
big office.
•••
His successor, Dr. Donald
Zacharias, I met for the first time at
a Kentucky Press Association
meeting in Owensboro. It was the
night of the KPA's big awards banquet, and beforehand Dr. Zacharias
was busily meeting people. He had
been at Western only a few months at
the time.
He worked that crowd of
publishers, editors and news media
people like a seasoned politician.

-.I

With Dave Whitaker — Western's
counterpart to Murray State's Bob
McGaughey — leading the way and
introducing him, he was greeting
everyone within reach, pausing each
time for a brief visit.
When Dwain and I were introduced
to him and as being from Murray, his
face lit up with a big smile. "Tell
me," he asked, "what are your
backgrounds?" He basically is a
public relations man himself, and he
quickly had us talking about our
favorite subjects — ourselves. It's an
old but highly effective Dale
Carnegie technique.
Wendell Ford also was in the crowd
that night, and he, too, was busy
working the crowd, but the senator
didn't greet half as many people as
did the fast-moving Western president. It was interesting to watch him
work.
•••
Like I said, they are class people at
Western. The late Bob Cochran, Dee
Robertson, Ed Givens, Paul Just,
Don Armstrong and a long list of
others were and are the same type of
first-class citizens.
We got a kick out of beating their
teams, and they got a kick out of
beating ours, but ours was a close,
friendly rivalry. After all, it's only a
game, and winners and scores are
_
soon forgotten.
and I
It's the friendships that
have more than my share at
Western.
I wish them luck in their new conference.

looking back

•••

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Budget deficits — $98 billion
for fiscal 1982, and edging close to 8100 billion for
1983, the next fiscal year — are not unprecedented
when measured in context, explains a government
official.
Murray L. Weidenbaum,chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers, offered his explanation in an address at The Conference Board, a businesssupported research organization.
For example, Weidenbaum said, you should
measure them "against the size of the economy, or
of the budget, or of the pool of private saving that
will be available to finance these deficits."
In making such comparisons, however, Weidenbaum and others risk criticizing their own avowed
goals for the United States economy. They have
stated repeatedly that past deficits have been
damaging.
In fiscal 1976, he said, the deficit was 4 percent of
gross national product, "compared to our present
estimate of 3.2 percent in fiscal 1982 and 2.7 percent
for the budget under review,fiscal 1983."
As a percentage of private saving, Weidenbam
continued, the deficit represented 22.5 percent of
total private saving in fiscal 1976,"compared to 19.1
pecent this year and 14.9 percent in 1983.
Weidenbaum came well prepared. As a percent of
total budget outlays, he said, the deficit was 13.9
percent in fiscal 1975 and 18.2 percent in fiscal year
1976. This, the chairman said, contrasts with 13.6
percent in fiscal year 1982 and 12.1 percent in fiscal
year 1983.
the
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Dear Editor:
(These recollections are occasioned by a photograph and news item on
page 5, The Murray, Kentucky
. Ledger & Times, February 6, 1982,
captioned, "Hazel High School",
--mailed to me courtesy of a Calloway
County cousin.)
My last recollection of the Hazel
High School Student Body of 1934 is
the morning of Friday, January 11,
1935 as I sat in Miss Erwin's English
class next to a beautiful blue-eyed
blonde girl. I remember remarking
to her, "I will not be back next week,
I am leaving school." Her response
as I recall it was, "Yes, you will be
back, you are only fooling." I wasn't
fooling, however, in a few days I
would be in the mountains of northern California.
These reminiscences of near a halfcentury ago of a small high school in
a little Kentucky village among a
kind and gentle people are far from
being a complete account of that
time. It is hoped, however, that the
reader through these recollections, in
some part, can see the boys and girls
of that student body and love them as
I loved them.
I was a high school drop-out from
that body in order to support a family
of 10 members. My recollections,
however, are poignant and vivid.
Poignant, because I was not able to
remain in school and graduate in
1936. Vivid, as I remember the fine
young men and women of that body.
Sheltered and secure they were innocent of the world beyond. Fortyseven years have passed, yet it
seems only yesterday as I see their
faces and hear their voices.
Now, some words from memory

concerning those beautiful, wonderful people of my youth, (space does
not permit comments on the entire
body and I know the ones left out will
understand.) as follows:
Kenneth Grogan. High School Principal. Youthful, with a student peer
relationship.
Cordelia Erwin. A competent,
dedicated and beautiful raven-haired
English teacher.
Audrey Oliver. A school track star.
Always kind to me.
Robert Obe Miller. Spell-binding
storyteller and orator.
Margaret Gibson. A neighbor with
lots of common sense.
Celia Evelyn Miller. Fairest of the
fair. An "A"grade student.
Herbert E. Brandon. Dignified,
ever a gentleman.
Laurene Curd. Fairest of the fair. I
have known Laurene most of my life.
To the best of my recollection she
was in the second grade at New Providence School, where her aunt Audie
Curd was the teacher when I entered
in the first grade. Her grandfather
Dr. Edward Brent Curd and my
grandfather Albert Callatin (Uncle
Sam) Cherry were very good friends.
My father received his middle name
"Brent" from Dr. Curd and he was
legatee of Dr. Curd's physician's
paraphernalia.
William King. The humor man.
Mary Frances White. Dainty and
bright.
Evelyn Alton. Laughing, ever in
high spirits.
Duran Edwards. A good friend.
Next in order are some remarks
about myself. Since leaving high
school my life has been one of high
adventure and hardship. Adversity

Ten years ago
Murray High School Cheerleaders
had taken first place at District competition. They were Susan Johnson,
Melissa Gilbert, Cindy Colson, Leah
Pulton and Jan Purdom.
John Mack Carter, son of Mrs. W.
- Z. Carter, had been elected president
and chief operating officer of Downe
Communications, Inc., publishers of
Ladies Home Journal, American
Home and Family Weekly.
Twenty years ago
Pvt. Douglas M. Fitts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William F. Fitts, was
undergoing his basic combat training
at Fort Jackson, S. C., where he is
assigned to Company A, Fourth Battalion, First Training Regiment of U.
S. Army Training Center.
Elected as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Mesdames
Howard Olila, C. C. Lowry, James
Rudy Allbritten, A. W. Russell, John
Nanny and Rob Huie.
Thirty years ago
Sgt. Ronald Burkeen who has been
stationed at Camp Breckenridge was
to leave soon for a tour of duty in
Korea.
Mrs. J. D. Peterson, delegate to
Kentucky convention of Daughters of
American Revolution, presented a
program at meeting of Captain
has been my best friend. I have walk- Wendell Oury Chapter of DAR at
ed in the valley of the shadow so home of Cleo Gillis Hester.
many times that death and I are old
friends. I have been free as the wind,
as the animals in the forest.
Today is Thursday, March 11, the
I gave up those freedoms without 70th day of 1982. There are 295 days
regret to be a professional soldier left in the year.
( veteran of WW II and Korea.) and
Today's highlight in history:
have a family. Life really began for
In 1980, Iran's President Bani-Sadr
me when I married in April 1942, accused the militants at the U.S. Embeautiful, blue-eyed, flame-tressed bassy in Tehran of being influenced
Frances Neely of Rutherford County, by pro-Soviet groups.
Tennessee. We are blessed with two
On this date:
wonderful sons, outstanding in their
In 1810, E m peror irajiiireon
field of endeavor.
Bonaparte of France married ArSubsequent to Army retirement I chduchess Marie Louise of Austria
have been a programmer, systems by proxy.
analyst, real estate broker and aucIn 1938, German forces entered
tioneer among others. Currently, I Austria.
am a real estate broker and auctioneer among others and a candidate for state office.
Finally, I am honored to have been
a member of the Hazel High School
Student Body 1934. We have much to
be proud of. For almost a halfcentury we have not defaulted on the
precious heritage entrusted to our
care. We have worn with dignity the
mantle of a society for which our
forefathers were willing to risk their
lives to keep pure and unsullied. We
have demonstrated for 47 years in
our daily lives the tenants of a free
people. With all our faults and
failures our communities have been
the better for our living. So, my
schoolmates of yesteryear, may your
•t
remaining years be many, may your
%IL:sc.,: •
reflections be ones of joy, and may
A
.
14
your usefulness to our country be ex.• • • •
emplified in your daily life.
6.••
Cheerfully,
•
"Smiling" Ed (Edmond)Cherry
Columbia,Tennessee

i
today in history
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Unremitting pressures tire

• Coldwater plans singing

Retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW will meet Tuesday at
5:30 p.m. at Fellowship Hall of First Christian
Church. A potluck supper will be served. Frank
Kavanaugh, group spokesman, said all members
and their families and members of other union
locals in are are invited to attend. This will be the
first meeting since December.

Church will sponsor singing
New Jenny Ridge Holiness Church, located off
Highway 94 East on Highland Road, will sponsor a
gospel singing Saturday at 7 p.m. Featured singers
will include the Gospel Travelers.

Dexter church plans event
A gospel singing will be at Dexter Baptist Church
Sunday at 2 p.m. Featured group will be Gospel Strings of Cadiz, but other local groups are invited to
participate, according to the Rev. Greg Burton,
church pastor.

Lawrence E. Lamb,hII.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 27-year-old mother of a
school age child and two
very active pre-schoolers. I
am concerned about my constant tiredness, especially in
the morning. I cannot seem
to climb out of bed, with a
lot of effort, until 1020 or 11
a.m. 1 could take a threehour afternoon nap if the
children would also nap. By
9.30 p.m. I finally sit down
with my husband and I find
he falls asleep and I can stay
up to midnight.
Could this be caused by
Lack of certain vitamins' Or
do I have a typical night-owl
metabolism? Other mothers
of young children seem to
have the same complaint
I do need an explanation
as I hate late rising, especially on weekends when my
husband kindly takes over so
'"poor Mommy can sleep."
DEAR READER — The
reason so many young mothers have this complaint is
because raising small children isn't easy. You need
more physical and mental
rest than you are getting,
particularly mental rest.
When the children are up
and active you are constantly on "red alert" and that

24e 7o/a/ Dance ltiness 7-u9am 7or Idomen

"In Motion"
Spring
Session '82
Dancaerobics
Linda Haverstock and
Cathy Mattis, Instructors
Are you bored with the monotony of
jogging? Considering a more enjoyable
tone of exercise? Doocablet‘ If so,
Aerobic Dancing is ow aeopoble way for
nate gee physical and somerd tvomem.
The desla &Wooed to help you develop
Tom stood= while having Om, stabilise
1196, and tam your amodos. Chas
masks of coritimoows simple
dome istovensents and steps.lo ad/Mak
pulse rote will he taken me asersitawad.
Well ssippsstsd womb shoes ore recosomended. Earolmeut
Morning Classes
Mondays and Wednesdays
•
Beginning March 29
Carr-Health Bldg. MSU
Twenty Classes(10 Weeks)
cc.
Registration 762-2716
Evening Classes
Mondays and Thursdays
Beginning March 29
Woodmen of the World Hall
Twenty Classes (10 Weeks)
i•-•-•••-• **
Registration 753-4775 or 753-0763

r=

9:30-10:30 a.m.
;50.00

7:00-8:00 p.m.

No Exchanges
Men's Lace
Up 6" Work

Boots

'22"
Leather

Men's
Leather

Tennis
Shoes

16.
Factory
$22"A
Discount
JL
31!9o4 s
16th & Main
*Outgo
•Pro-Keds

•

DEAR DR LAMB — I
have a large white spot on
the back of my hands and a
smaller one near my cheek
These started out as quite
small spots and have gradually enlarged Since my
complexion is dark they are
quite noticeable A skin specialist took a biopsy from
my hand and said I have
vitiligo. He said it would not
be harmful and not to worry
about it. But I do worry
about the appearance and
am concerned that I will
develop more white spots. Is
there any treatment for this
problem/
DEAR READER — Talk
to your dermatologist again.
Vitiligo is a skin disorder
caused by loss of normal
skin pigment. Often there is
no known cause but it may
develop in response to a skin
disease, even in association
with diabetes or even in
areas of recent injury. It is
not harmful. Sometimes it is
difficult to restore normal
pigmentation. Light sensitizing (photosensitizing) medicines such as Oxsoralen and
Trisoralen in conjunction
with sun light or ultraviolet
light are used with some
success by some dermatologists. Treatment usually
takes a long time if sums.ful.

Group
Western
Boots

Volunteer leaders of
Calloway 4-H Clubs joined more than 450 others
from across the state at a
leadership forum March
•.
5-6 at Louisville.
Attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Arlie Scott, Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Tidwell, Mr.
and Mrs. Bernice
Wilferd, Paula Palmer,
Wanda Henry, Alice Like
and Judy Stahler.
These leaders
represented Calloway
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By Abigail Von Buren
brings fish home I cannot
help crying because I feel
so sorry for the fish.
Am I the only person
who feels this way?
SAVE THE FISH!
DEAR SAVE: You are
not alone. I'll bet a lot of
my readers will take the
bait on this one.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Why all—
tbe fuss about whether "I
feel bad" or "I feel
badly" is correct? Why
not say, "I feel lousy,"
- and let go at that?
FEELING LOUSY IN
DAYTONA BEACH
•••
Do you have questions
about sex, love, drugs
and the pain of growing
up? Get Abby's new
booklet: "Whet Every
Teen-Ager Ought to
Know." Send $2 and a
long, stamped (37 cents),
self-addressed envelope
to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
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"The next day the
friends of this young couple assembled at the
groom's residence on
Main Street in
Backusburg where a
sumptuous dinner was
spread.
"The groom is a prosperous young farmer
and his charming wife is
a beautiful and accomplished young lady.
May their union be one of
happiness is the desire of
their many friends."
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7:00,5:10 + 2:00 Sat.,Sun.

I LOST 120 POUNDS!
AND LEARNED HOW
TO KEEP IT OFIFIAT
DIET CENTER!
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07:30

RI101111(PG)

STARTS TOMORROW

Ends Tonito07:00,9:15
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STARTS TOMORROW
MR REAL TRICK
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Heats in Meer

A STRANGER
IS WATCHING

Save Now. Save Later. Get the $50 cash refund direct from
General Electric for installing a new GE Single Package
Weathertron* heat pump/air conditioner Then enjoy the
energy-saving efficiency for years to corns

war

Fa

TV/I

Thursday.
"Attendants were Miss
Jennie Wade and Mr.
James Farlice, and Miss
Ella Tucker and Mr.
Charlie Fisk.
"After the beautiful
and impressive
ceremony, pronounced
by Rev. George Sweeny
of Kirksey, the guests
marched out to the dining
room and did ample
justice to the beautiful
feast prepared by the
bride's mother.

SII.ua Air
Save on both cooen s
it/
C"dithniniksu I 'oo. e
Single Package eathertrong hear pump/air conditioner combines two proven energy-savers
an
extra-large coil and an extra-efficient compressor. And
GE's
you get one of
Weathertronl heat pumps,
America's #1 sellers.

Cools in Sumner

(May
You
your'
how I
time.
rcgari
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DEAR ABBY: I'm sur- band and I are faced with
prised at the pastor who a problem we don't know
thinks it is "sacrilegious how to handle. Our first
for a couple to say 'I do' child, now 12, was born
after they have already seven months after our
wedding. I'm sure she's
done it."
Done what? The vows already put two and two
"I do" are to love, honor, together, but hasn't said
obey, cherish, etc. I could anything yet. If she asks,
find no references in should I give her that
either civil or religious "premature baby" story
marriage texts to sexual and hope she buys it?
EMBARRASSED
intimacy or pregnancy.
DEAR EMBARRASSSo the bride was obviously with child. So what? If ED: No. Tell her the
they have already loved, truth.
is.
honored, etc., is it
DEAR ABBY: Please
sacrilegious to repeat
those vows before God help resolve a crisis that
and witnesses? The is threatening my relaceremony is a mutual tionship with my
commitment Ast moral _girlfriend.
She says that only two
values — not a medical
kinds of men wear plaid
report.
So why the fuss? Here slacks in this day and age
is a loving couple making — golfers and old men.
I am 23, and I happen to
the holiest vow of all: to
bring their child into the like plaid slacks. We
world together, await your opinion.
IN A PLAID PANIC
"legitimately," and with
DEAR IN: Plaid slacks
as much chance for a normal life as God gives any are out! But don't let that
bother you. If you like
of us. This is wrong?
A rite is only as good as plaid slacks (and are thin
the wrongs it corrects or enough), go ahead and
prevents, and you are wear'em.
•••
right on, Abby.
DEAR ABBY: I live on
In L.A.
DEAR P.D.: Apropos a canal in Florida, and
brides who are with child, my husband and friends
go fishing quite often. My
read on:
DEAR ABBY: My hus- problem is that when he

Act now and get a $50 cash refund
directfrorn GE on the Single Package
pump/air

Work Boots
$3300
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Brooks Watson finds old article
about parents' wedding in 7885

on the GE
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Comfort
Machine.
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County at forum which University of Kentucky
aimed to help volunteers Extension specialists.
sharpen leadership skills
Workshop topics inand learn ways to cluded survival skills for
strengthen local 4-H pro- new 4-H leaders, using
grams.'
computers, 4-H for handicapped youth, comLocal leaders exchang- modity marketing,
ed ideas and shared suc- clothing, food and
cessful programs with livestock projects, effecfellow volunteers, viewed tive county_4-H councils,
exhibits displaying 4-H 4-H community pride,
projects and materials getting 4-H into the news,
and participated in raising funds at county
workshops conducted by level and 4-H bread provolunteer leaders and gram.

Marriage ceremony
not a medical report

Rosemary Covatta,
finance director for Kentuckiana,said it takes the
profit from more than
12,000 boxes of cookies to
build a showerhouse, 877
boxes to buy a canoe and
1700 for a sailboat.
"Funds from the cookie
sale provide for more
than half of funds
necessary for programs
of the council," Ms.
Covatta said.
More than 20,000 girls
in Kentuckiana area took
orders for nearly two
million boxes of cookies.
"To meet their goal additional orders need to be
taken," the director added.
Brooks Watson of
Flavors of cookies in- Kirksey has found an old
clude do-si-dos, trefoils, clipping of announcement
thin mints samoas, tag-a- of his parents' wedding in
longs, van'chos and a local newspaper. His
parents were married
chocolate chunks.
Thursday, Nov. 12, 1885.
Mr. Watson said his
mother died in 1919 and
his father in 1944.
The article is as
follows:
"We had the pleasure
of attending the wedding
of Mr. S. B. Watson to
Miss Laura Miller on last

SAVE
$100

52500

12-$14
$16-$1

New York, NY 10019

Summer's coming...
Sot ROT weather!

Boots

New
Shipment
Of Men's
Dress And
Casual Shoes

Between March 12 and
21, Girl Scouts all over
Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council area will be
knocking on doors again
to deliver all the Girl
Scout cookies ordered in
January.
Trobps also will be selling boxes at various
places in all of 56 counties
of council. The cost is
$1.50. Persons desiring
additional cookies may
call Lil Cooper, 435-4588,
chairman of Murray
Neighborhood Cookie
Sale.
Twenty-two troops including Brownies,
Juniors and Cadets are
included in Murray Core
group. This involves 231
girls and 38 adult leaders,
according to Nona
Tabers, public relations
chairman for Murray
Core.

$50.00

Just Arrived —Ladies Shoes
Spring &
Easy
One
Summer
Street
One
Group
Of Lilies
Winter
Shoes
$300

takes its psychic toll.
Fatigue really is nature's
way of telling you something
is wrong Usually it is psychic fatigue (60 percent of
the cases). You should have
a medical checkup to be sure
you have no medical problems.
The sleep cycle is to a
large extent a habit pattern
that people form. One likely
reason you can't sleep until
midnight is that you have
not relaxed yet. At 9:30 p.m.
the day may be nearly over
but the psychic stress of
looking after everybody in
the family has just ended
(hopefully) and it takes time
for the body and mind to
relax.
Fatigue and loss of sleep
often are related to depression too. Mothers get
sometimes
depressed
because of the unremitting
pressures and no early end
in sight of the life style they
are forced into. Try to form
an early to bed habit no matter what. See if you can restructure things to slow down
and relax earlier.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 10-6,
Sleep and Insomnia, for
additional suggestions. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station,

Scouts
of cookies on Friday

Announces

Connie
Naturlixer
Foot Works
& Lots More
Low Price
$895

Miirray Ledger & Times

County leaders attend forum

dotebook
A gospel singing will be Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Coldwater Baptist Church. Featured group will be
Kings Quartet from Mayfield. "The Prophets"
from Coldwater church will also be singing.

You

To qualify for cai refund, Installation must be
192I
bet

Men's

Boots

91w 6.444
YOU CAN DO I TOO!

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.

Acme
Dingo
Levi
Texas
Durango
Sizes
61
/
2 to 13

Lit our climate control experts provide you with our in-horns
analysis of your specific energy needs and potential sayings
Absolutely NO OBLIGATION

Lose 17 to 25 pounds in Just 6 weeks' And we'll teach
you how to keep it off, for good'

We bring good things to life.

GENERAL

753-0020
"The
Village"
641N.
Murray, Ky.

ELECTRIC

Randy Thornton
Heating S Air Conditioning, Inc.
Soles& Service

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-6
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STARTS TOMORROW

Late Show Fri. & Sot
11:30-Tho Rocky Notre
Pictoro Show (R)

(

11:40 — Adel
Entortemnont
18 or Ove Only
AN Lots Show Seats $3.00
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Is ingredients for Indian Pudding dessert

stoneground)cornmeal
By CECII.Y
1 teaspoon stilt
BROWNSTONE
COME FOR DESSERT
1+4 teaspoon ground cinIndian Pudding Coffee
namon
Indian Pudding
4 cups milk
Developed some years
2 tablespoons butter
ago in the home
4a cup molasses
economics classes at
441 cup sugar
Iowa State University
Vanilla ice cream
and fabulously good.
In a 1 42-quart buttered
42 cup yellow (not rasserole (7102 by 2 in-

chesi stir together the
cornmeal, salt, cinnamon
and 1 cup of the milk.
Scald 2 cups of the remaining milk with the
butter; pour over the cornmeal mixture and add
the molasses and sugar;
stir thoroughly.
Bake uncovered in a
preheated 250-degree

oven for 20 minutes; stir
in the remaining I cup
milk. Continue baking,
2
/
stirring 3 times, for 11
hours. Then bake without
stirring until thickened,
caramelized and reduced
2 hours longer.
/
— 3 to 31
Serve warm topped
with vanilla ice cream.
Makes 6 to 8 servings.
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Jacket Dresses:

Faculty members attend theater convention
Two faculty members
of the Department of
Speech and Theater met
at a convention of the
Southeast Theater Conference in Louisville on
March 5.
The Southeast Conference is the professional organization for
Theater at all levels, in
the thirteen southeastern

states and Puerto Rico.
Several thousand artists
and practitioners were
present at the conference
in Louisville's Galt House
Hotel.
Dr. Mark Malinauskas
presented a paper entitled "The Playwright, The
Critic, and the Community Theater." Also appearing in a panel discussion

ed "The Metrics are
Coming!." Also appearing with Schempp was
Robert Ploch, director of
technical theatre at the
University of Kentucky.
Schempp's paper advocated the use of the
Metric System of
measurement in the conJames I. Schempp struction of theatre
presented a paper entitl- scenery.

Springtime Versatility

with Malinauskas after
the presentation of the
paper were Ben Bradford, a playwright from
Paducah, and Richard
Valentine, former director of Murray-Calloway
County Community
Theatre.

•
Coming community events scheduled
Thursday, March 11
Friday, March 12
Welcome Wagon Club
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Church Women will have
will meet at 7 p.m. at Free and Accepted a week of prayer proFfrst Christian Church.
Masons will meet at 7:30 gram with Lillie Mae
--Boren as leader at 1 p.m.
5 •
p.m. at lodge hall.
St— John's Episcopal
at church.
Church Women will meet
Hazel and Douglas
Saturday, March 13
ata:30 p.m. at home of Inbe open from
will
Squa-A-Naders
Centers
Murray
Edin2212
Gibbs,
ez
ac- Club will dance from 8 to
for
p.m.
2
to
a.m.
10
borough Dr.
tivities by senior citizens. 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen of
Camp 51-of Woodmen
World Hall.
Memorial'Baptist
of World will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Triangle Inn.

5400
navy white
white/navy

What's the weather going to be??? This
time of the year, the only sure forecast
is that it is sure to change. Jacket
Dresses are the ideal solution to the
Spring Wardrobe Question:"What
Should I Wear?" Bright's has
the answers right for you.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution will
meet in meeting room of
Radio Station WNBS at
1:30 p.m.

Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will meet
ar 7 p.m:at church with
Judy Darnell as hostess.
North Pleasant Grove
Carireberland
Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at.. 7
p.m. at home of Margaret
Nall Boyd.

Let it Rain
Let It Rain
Let It Rain

Murray Chapter No'. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Barbara Rogers.

DR. LLOYD JACKS,center, showed slides of Norway at February guest dinDr.
ner meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club. Talking with
Miller.
Homer
and
left,
,
Beaman
Harold
Jacks are

Calloway
- Fellowship
plans dinner

Or it Will Be
To Late!
Last Fling For
Sale Merchandise
s300_s500_s1 000

Guest speaker at dinner meeting of Calloway
County Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International
will be Bob Smith of
Paris, Tenn.
..The dinner will be
4turday, March 13, at
600 p.m. at Triangle Inn
Re' stain ant. No reservans are necessary and

With your new Misty Harbor, you will
look forward to the rainy spring
days. Choose from styles and
prices for every lady.

$12000
granateiblock
-

EOM

Perky
Spring
Sports

e wilthecelebrating

a
Bob Smith
'a
all men, women and
children are invited, acclirding to Tim Scruggs,
otapter president.
Mr. Smith is pastor of
Faith Temple Church,
Paris, where he has serv0 since 1977. He served
als pastor of a church in
Aliceville, Ala., for five
ii:ears.
._
. Other officers of
Calloway Chapter are
Tom Geerdes, vice president; Kenny Jackson,
secretary; Jeff Gordon,
reasurer; Gerald
urner, membership
hairman.
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St. Patrick's Day
March 13,15,16& 17
by offering any framed
print on our walls with a
green ribbon for 1./2 price.

Wrap up your spring outings
in eye-popping sportswear
from Peter Popovitch.
Frog Pond, and other
quality casual sports.

In addition - on March 17th anyone
who comes in dressed in green and
makes a purchase will be given a gift!
Watch For Our Next Ad.
Ken Holland will be here soon with his
new release.

The Blackford House Gallery
418 Main

Murray, Ky.

753-8301

OPEN FRIDAYS WOWS MI 8:30
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5.00 will hold your select
Terrific Savings!
Spring Coordinates

Students observe
language week

s
rus
30% Off

from

New Color-Related
Separates
Linen-Look Blazer
Reg. 50.0022.99

Linen-Look Skirt

Blazer Reg. 42.00
Blouse Reg. 28.00
Skirts Reg. 28.00
Pants Reg. 28.00

29.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
French, Latin and Spanish clubs at Murray
High School are observing National Foreign
Language Week. Members of the groups have
labeled various items in the school with their
foreign names. The Murray High cafeteria is
also participating in the observance this week
by serving menus of foreign origin. To add to
the school's lunch fare, club members are
selling French,Spanish and Roman desserts.

Stock up on fashion!
Coordinates with the
rich look of linen. Toast
and iris. Missessizes.

Reg. 24.99 13 99
Brand new and fabulous,
our collection of linen-look
separates. New bright
whites and zingy solids of
red, navy, kelly green. They
mix. They match! They're
priced right too!

Ctuilted
Print
Jacket

4

4
a

Reg. 29.99

18.99

MEXICAN COOKING - Mary James, foreground and
Mark Hussung got KP duty following the Spanish Club banquet.

Add an extra dimension
toyour ward(obe! A softly
quilted, floral print jacket
to wear with pants, skirts
even jeans.

Spring Pant Sale!
Reg. 24.99

12.99

Just what your wardrobe (ano
budget) needs right now! A
sale on new spring pants!
Your favorite styles, some
belted, some with pockets.
Bright tones.

Spring Dresses
Reg. 25.99 to 27.99

11.99
We have the smartest,
'freshest look on the fashion
scene...on sale!
You'll love the versatility that
takes you through the day in
style!

WHEN IN ROME - Latin club members at
Murray High School are as follows: front from
left, Bill Bossing, president; Lou Ann Loberger;
second row, Debbie Burgess, sponsor; Marla
Bailey, Kellie Overbey, Missy Connor, Mary Ann
Gordon; third row, Jeff Carruthers, Andy Jobs,
Charles Cella, vice president, Todd Nunna
back row, Matt Harrington and Natalie Simpson.

FRENCH CAFE - Kevin Cole, right and
Tim Wilcox operate the French Cafe at
Panhandler. The cafe is one of the club's activities to raise funds for the Lucille Austin
Scholarship. Ruth Howard sponsors the club.

-,

FAT TUESDAY - Judy Muehleman,
standing and Sally Crass attend the recent Mardi Gras celebration sponsored
by French and Spanish clubs at Murray
High.

ART - Art teacher Betty Scott helps with the
Art Department booth during the evening Mardi
Gras celebration.

Now, for just pennies a day, your television can'
bring you more great sports action than you ever
thought possible ... hour after hour()Oust about every
competitive sport imaginable, college or professional...
on Cablevision.
_
When you have Cablevision, you can watch your
favorite teams and see sporting events the networks
don't carry, at times that are convenient for you. You'll
enjoy "Race for the Pennant","Inside the NFL",
"Wimbledon Tennis Matches". Plus exclusive fight
cards, celebrity interviews, up-to-the-minute score
updates. Many are brought to you
exclusively, without commercials.
And Cablevision brings you more than
just sports. You'll enjoy a dazzling variety
oftop-quality entertainment. Blockbuster
first-run movies, with no commercials.
Eye-opening news programs. Wholesome children's shows.
Star-studded specials from Las Vegas and Hollywood.
And much more.
Find out how inexpensive it is to get the very
best programming that television has to offer,
on Cablevision Call or return the coupon today.

Linen-Look Suits
Reg. to 52.00

29.99

Save on sensational, crisp linenlook suits! In our collection you'll
find navy, red, kelly green and
other soft spring shades.

753-5005

or return coupon to the address below.

Dressy Spring Blouses
Reg. 17.99

1

mm.

im

11.99

Murray Cablevision

Nostalgic ruffled cotton blend!
Light and airy, each lavished with
lace. tucking or ribbon. S,M,L.

Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street 42071

Special! Prom Dresses

TELEVISION WORTH WATCHLNGT"
YES! I want to find out how
inexpensive it is to get the finest
programming that television has to
offer with Cablevision Call me
with more information

Reg. 50.00 to 55.00

35.99 to 42.00
with ruffles,
Dresses touched
with lace and ribbons.

Name

Lacoste Tops by
atiC
gag
Reg 17.99 12.99

Handbags
Plaid Shirts
Reg. 16.99
New spring plaids!

Central Shopping Center
Hwy, 641 N. Murray 753-7991
Mon., Tues., Wed. 10-8 Thurs., Fri. Sot. 10-9 Sun. 1-5

5.99

Reg. to 12.99

Address
State

City

5.00

Zip _

Phone

All new canvas or nylon,
multi-compartments.

office

home

Best time to

call is

Offer good in cabled areas only
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Save 39%
Poly-Fil Polyester
•100% Polyester
•120z bag
•Completely washable
•Reg 166

Per
76 3 Pack

Save 24%
3 Pack Wash Cloth
•100% Cotton
•12"x12"
•ASSOftecf colors
•Reg 100

FISHERMA
kg

CHOICE

Super Value
Vienna Sausages
5 Oz. Can
•Limit 2

Save 3.00
Fisherman's Choice
Spincast Rods

tit and
'aft at
tb's acAustin
!club. •; -

IR LA b berm aid

•Assorted lengths and actions
•Fuji type handles *Ceramic guides
•No SCA & SA 'Reg. 12 96

Super Values
Cycle Blackwall
Bicycle Tires

t
9"xe" & 15"x3"
7
80Each
ToReg 90/7x

Save Up
29 0
Drawer Organizers

Save 1.00
Bicycle Tire
Foot Pump

97o
ileg l 7 Almon
..x60,r.tedsizes0
1 5ASS
•
,
37
97*
9",t3" Reg 84¢
67e

•Reg 4 96

Save 7.48
Coleman
2-Burner Stove
2 Pts. fuel capacity
/
•31
*Self cleaning
'No. 4131-4499
'Reg. 39.96

Great savings on all bicycle
accessories everyday of the week.

rewed
Thy

everr'nal...

Super Value
Cycle Brand
Bicycle Tubes

Ur

Irks
Youll
re

•Sizes 26x1 75", 20x1.75'
20x2 12526x1-3/8

Save Up To 1.41
Infants, ChIldrens &
Boys Basketball Oxfords

Super Value
Wal-Mart
Peanut Butter
*Choose from plain or
krunchy
'280z •Limit 2

*Sturdy canvas •Action stripes
•Long wearing rubber soles
2-Boys 6
/
•Infants 51
•Reg. 4.87, 5.47, 5.87

.e than
variety
buster
shows.
rood

CAPSULES

Excedrin
'Choose from 100 tablets

Super Value
Sea Breeze
Lotion 10 Oz.

Super Value
Nice N' Easy
Hair Color

or 60 capsules
'Limit 2
Expires 3-14-82

•Limit 2

Save 1.70
Zebco
Spincast Reel

Expires 3- 1 4-8?

'Oil retaining hardened metal
gears
*Corrosion resisteni throughout
0,40 404'Reg 764

ItilAL-fvfART

WAL.MART

Expires 3-14-82

WAL-MART

)PY AVAILABLE

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our ntent.,n to have every advertised
item in stock however it be to any unforeseen reason. an advertised item is not available tor purchase Wal-Mart w.11 issue a Rain Check on request for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale
price whenever available or will sell you a similar item at a comparable reducbon in price We reserve
the right to bold quantities
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Don't Miss These
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House committee to discuss revenue proposals
FRANKFORT, Ky.
1AP) - The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee was
scheduled to take up Gov.
. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
revenue proposals today,
including a truck taxliquor tax compromise
hammered out in a
lengthy Democratic
caucus.
The length of the
meeting brought the
Democrats biting
criticism from
Republican leader Art
Schmidt.
But Brown called the
Wednesday's compromise "the most important decision of the
session," and said it paved the way for a "sound
and progressive budget."
It involved decreasing
a proposed truck tax
while raising a proposed
wholesale tax on liquor.
Brown said a resulting
overall decrease in proposed revenues in those
areas could be made up

elsewhere.
And he said he would
back repeal of the state's
fair trade law on liquor so
that the increased
wholesale tax would not
increase consumer
prices.
"I want to talk to the
leadership" about revising a repeal bill now lodged in the House Business
Organizatiqns and Professions Committee,
Brown toAt reporters in
his office Wednesday
night.
An hour-long recess for
caucuses, called shortly
after the House convened
at 2 p.m., stretched to
2 hours
/
more than 21
before the Democratic
meeting ended.
House Speaker Bobby
Richardson's raised
voice could be heard from
outside the closed room,
exhorting the Democrats
to act "Now! Now
Fifteen days remain in
the session to pass a
budget bill.

At issue were Brown's
proposals to raise an extra $186 million ovec the
next two fiscal years for
education, transportation
and human services.
They include a levy
that would tax most
trucks according to their
weight and the distance
they travel on Kentucky
roads.
Also in the package is a
proposal to replace the
existing retail and
wholesale taxes on
alcoholic beverages with
a single wholesale tax.
The truck-tax proposal
drew the ire of the trucking industry, however,
and opponents organized
a coalition to fight it, led
by the Kentucky Motor
Transport Association
Inc.
In the caucus,
Democrats agreed to propose cutting the truck-tax
rates in half and raising
the proposed wholesale liquor tax by 5 percent to a
total of 15 percent," Rep.

"You can always address
that in the future."
When the Democrats
returned from their
caucus, House Minority
Leader Schmidt, R-Cold
Spring, angrily declared
that the length of ths
meeting had been "inexcusable." He said
Republican caucuses are
open and chided the
Democrats for closing
theirs. . .
If you are taking care
T-I-M-B-E-R — Ron Fox records timber harvest data for Nick Watson during
of the people's business
recent marking operations in TVA's Land Between...The Lakes. Trees are markthen do it out in public
ed for selective timber harvesting each year in small land units throughout the
and not behind closed
150,000 acres of forested land in LBL. Trees are selected and marked to develop
doors," he said, to apwildlife habitat and improve the quality and beauty of the forest.
plause.
But Richardson, D- Council files suit to recover car from ex-moyor
Lexington, also was apHOPKINSVILLE, Ky. Rutland from selling the that the gift was legal.
plauded when he moved
- •
from the speaker's stand (AP) — The Hopkinsville car or canceling car inBut the council lateto the House floor to reply City Council has filed a surance, and City At- backed down from its
from his desk, "What we suit seeking to recover a torney Steve Underwood unanimous vote in favor
were doing was discuss- $5,000 car it gave outgo- said he would ask for a of the gift, and finally
ing Democratic policies, ing Mayor Al C. Rutland ban on use of the vehicle. demanded that Rutland
Before accepting the
and we will make those last December.
return the car.
The
suit,
filed
WednesRutland received an
car,
to
policies available
-City
Rutland refused, proevery member of the day, asks for a temporary opinion from then
mpting
the legal tussle.
Rorie
Wendell
order
Attorney
barring
restraining
body."

Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
said after the meeting.
Clarke, chairman of the
House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee,
which expects to take up
the tax package Thursday, said that would
decrease the revenue proposed in those two areas
from about $33 million a
year to about $27 million
a year.
Brown said he thought
that could be made up
through other revenueraising measures in his
package, and the important thing was that a compromise had been reached.
"It sets the program on
track. This makes the
session, as far as a sound
and progressive budget,"
he told newsmen later in
his office.
Browa said that even
with lower rates, the
truck tax is a major
source of future funding
and it will be in place.''
As for the rates, he said,
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•

Mon.-Sat.

Prices Good
3-11 thru 3-17

1I

e onest
Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$15.00 Order

Ill°

TISSUE ...,„..

.:

Rots '4 or Slices

Poll pki. jj
wic

* ac
' m
_ni,

CRACKERS

ggc

•

By. /J

: PEACHES
*. Sweet See leset

gaC
50!. UV

CHICKEN
. Sweet Sot Clicks
•

WAFERS

Limit 2

11 v.

39

Sugar

79 Save

s Lb.
Save $1.00

beg
11a.

SPACHETTI
Sweet Sow Chicks 'N

c
59
c
89

15 v.

DUMPLINGS

40

POTATOES
ksh's Chili*I

16 v.

EC

.

BEANS

NI

Center Cut

85c 88C

Showkit Port-11-

Ityle Park Decorated Paper

Margarine

MAYONNAISE
TM DWI

Pik*r Pk. *Pt

DRINK

Limit 3

With $15.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

.3hz.
Darin kiwi tr Pairkril

ill. kr

SUGAR

kw Diet Sprite or Reg.

89C
21i*

SPRITE.......

49c

Ivory &shwa*,

$1 19
12 oz.

LIQUID

8Pk. 11

&rutin free
PEPSI-DIET PEPSI

or

1

MT. DEW

13 Oz.

MILK
Item 441

I

"

U.S. Choice

•

•

•
•

Thomson's
Whole Hog

T-Bone
Steak

Pork Loin
5

a89c

175 ci.

ISSUE

Quarter Sliced

•
•

ill

$179
I

II

•

901

All Three
With
$45.00
Order

Save 90'
1 Lb.

JaAP Roll

TOWELS
Ilellimes 32 oz

••

Limit 5 Lb.

4Ooz.

BEANS

6

c
19
59
169
$179

Oleo

BLUE
BONNET

Both with
$30.00
Order

1 oz.

,

S
h
P"

Pork
Chops %,

25u

5 UM

Blue Bonnet or
Purim(

„,. 79c

BEANS
fresch's lit lite Wool

•,,,

With $15.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

AL

$1 19

S
'
CHEEZ-IT
ksi's Pre Norther,

•I

Holly
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Coin toss decides election
INDIAN SHORES, Fla. candidates, the ordinance
(API - When the coin requires a decision by
was flipped, Dan Gian- lot," and that's what hapmm called "heads" while pened Tuesday night.
"The council had to
it was in the air. When the
he
decide what type of lot,"
quarter hit the floor,
had won a seat on the In- Giannini, 26, said
Wednesday. "They talkdian Shores Council.
A coin toss isn't the ed about putting names in
usual way this tiny Gulf a hat and letting the
Coast town of 800 con- supervisor of elections
ducts elections. But in the pick one. Then they came
event of a tie between two up with a coin toss."

TRIGG COUNTY
MERCHANT'S FAIR
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CONSERVATIONIST HONORED — John Ed Johnson, right, receives the
Kentucky-Tennessee Chapter of the Society of American Foresters' Forestry
Recognition Award from Scott Seiber, chairman of the West Kentucky Chapter
of the SAF. Johnson received the award for his continuing interest in Calloway
Comity soil and wildlife conservation.
(TVA Photo By Chris Sharp I

John Ed Johnson of
Murray recently received
the Forestry Recognition
Award from the
Kentucky-Tennessee
Chapter of the Society of
American Foresters.
He received the award
for his continuing interest
and contribution to area
conservation. He is a
member of the Calloway
County Conservation
District and was conservationist of the year in
1978. In 1976 he received
honorable mention in The
(Louisville, Ky.)
Courier-Journal's Tom
Wallace Award for his
conservation practices in
the Calloway -Henry
County (Tenn.) area.
Johnson has been practicing conservation since
1961. He first became con-

cerned with conserving
the land when he noticed
that many of the arms
where he bird hunted
were badly eroded.
He bought one of the
farms and within two
weeks planted his first
pipe seedlings. In the
years to come Johnson
bought several tracts of
land that were badly
eroded and planted seedlings that he managed for
Christmas tree production.
Johnson has also
planted wildlife food plots
and helped construct
wildlife ponds on his land.
"Our forefathers,
through necessity, scarred the land in order to
feed their families," he
said. "I get a kick out of
putting back what our

1

Saturday, March 13
I 2 noon to 8 p.m.
at

McUpton Gym

Johnson receives forestry award
forefathers often had to
take out."
"I always like to do
someting for nature. I
like to think I'm doing it
for future generations."
"I love to look at a pine
tree-covered valley that
was once an eroded gully," he said. "If our
generation plants trees,
the next generation will
have shade."
He is employed at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes as a building
maintenance mechanic.

Onion Sets

Hwy. 139 North - Cadiz
— free Admission —

Come See What
OUR COUNTY
Has To Offer

Red-Yellow-White

Bulk Garden
Seeds & Plants
Plant Bed
Supplies

Gas $1.10 can
Fertilizer '5.00
Plastic (3 MD),9.50

Canvas Anal NON

All Sizes

19.50 All Sizes

Buchanan Feed

CONs
AN, kit ARt

if

A

753-5378

PURINA
CHOWS

Industrial Rd.
Don't Miss The Fun
Townsman. Dhopkiv

MasterCard

ado thaek

Dismissals listed.
Adults 133
Nursery 5
03-07-82
Newborn Admissions
Jennifer Williams and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Box 495,
Benton.
Linda Blanchard and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Benton.
Susan Gardner and
Baby Boy, 416 College
Courts, Murray.
Dismissals
Brenda Kay Doughty,
803 North 13th St.,
Mayfield, Sadie Mae
Travis, 305 East Eighth
St., Benton, Deborah

Jean Burchett and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Charissa Marie Finney
and Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Joan
Weber and Baby Boy,903
Stratford.
Charles E. Maisel, P.
0. Box 12, Almo, Raith L.
Smelser, 1509 London
Dr., Annie Perry, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Adam Ankowski,
100 North 18th St., Joseph
W. Richardson, Rt. 3, Box
281, Dresden, Tenn.,
Hillman L. Lyons (expired), 1401 Johnson
Blvd.

Price Slashed 37%on This Sleek High-Performance Receiver

STA-11 by Realistic*,

Save$120

Allireras=s

.eUS. elan

ev,•

The Savrng Place-

Pull An Easter Bunny
Out ofOur Hat

ne-silver" case features
• Auto-Magic Fine-Tunes, Locks-In FM
Make the move to hi-quality hi-ti at low cost! Handsome "champag
treble and
bass,
separate
including
Stations for Drift-Free Listening
a full array of conveniently-arranged controls,
and 14
control,
tuning
ighted
counterwe
knob,
volume
40-step
midrange. Large
• Special Equalization (Ea)Switch for
strength indicators,
pushbuttons for a solid, precision feel. Five-level AM/FM LED signal
Enhanced Bass from "Mini" Speakers
lighted frequency pointer. Come in today! #31-1999
Hz, no more than 0.02% total harmonic distortion
30 watts per channel, minimum rrns into C ohms from 20-20,000

When you make a 95< Deposit
on your Portrait Package.

Deluxe 2-Way Speaker 46% Off!
Novae-10 by Realistic

Handy 43-Range Multitester

Cut$15.07

By Microntag

Rog.126.111Each

Cuddly Bunny...

•r violist•sir 7W0010r

UM Retail Value
Mitthis Eiger a

•r P411191110 Railior Boosts Bass
•afielline Walnut Veneer— Not Plastic
•Decorator Lattice-Work Grille

klay

to remember with a
Prvisiktnal Portrait Pacliage.

Outstanding buy on this beautiful
speaker! Exciting depth and clarity of
bass response, shimmering highs.
47 Buy a pair! #40-4028
/
4x101
1
22x12/

you osn select
And with the valuable coupert helow,
a cuddly Easter Bunny

Portrait Package includes:
2-11:10s, 3-5x7s and 15-Wallets

954/$12.95

You're Never
"Alone" With
'Two-Way
Citizens Band

Valuable Coupon
alp this coupon and presses it. along with the 95c deposit
to our K mart photographer to receive Tour Booms liumey.

These Days Only —
Tues., Wed., Thur., Fri., Set.

Save$40

March: 9-10-11-12-13
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North,
Murray

Valuable Coupon

Professional-quality tester priced for
the home workshop! Single-knob
function switch makes it easy to use
Measures AC/DC volts, DC amps,
resistance, decibels. With test leads.
#22-204 Batteries extra

More Fun! Compact Cassette Recorder
CB Makes Driving Safer and
TRC-421A by Realistic
CTR-48 by Realistic

Deposit Total Package Price

Ow Beaus Bunny per subject. 9Sc deposit pee esibasict or
group Frames not Included..Ittoors must be accompeaied
by perms.

• Range-Doubler for Current, Voltage
• Easy-to-Read 41/4" Mirrored Scale
Prevents Paraliax Errors

95
Reg.
99.95

Get help, highway information, or just pass the time on long trips!
Easy-to-read LEQ channel readout, illuminated S/RF meter,
hysteresis squelch. Add an external speaker and it's also a mobile
public address system! With mike, mounting hardware. #2-1-1502

$28.07 Off

Cut
40%

41'

Batteries extra

Reg. 69.95

-Level for
Big savings, full-size features! Built-in mike and Auto
perfect recordings. Tape counter and audible cue/review let you
locate selections quickly. Pause, Auto-Stop, battery/record LED.
4x2" #14-802
3
4x6/
/
Includes carry case, earphone. Only 41
461..

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/MeltStore or Dealer Nearest You
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Cords foil on Fulton City, 56-37

Tilghman out-guns Marshals
won 56-37 in the opener of
By JOHN SALERNO
the Region 1 tournament
Sports Writer
Mayfield took the ball Wednesday at Murray
straight to the bucket State.
In the second game,
against Fulton City and

NICE SLICE — Tilghman guard Gil Arterburn
(10) slices between Marshall County's Scott Stone
(left) and Barry Harrison (42) for a layup during
Region I action at Murray State Wednesday.
Staff photo by JintRector

Marshall County finally
ran out of bullets, suffering an 83-62 setback at the
hands of powerful
Paducah Tilghman:—
I'
MAYFIELD (54)
FULTON CITY (37)
Coach Roger Fields
was mildly upset with his
team's shooting, but the
effort was enough to lead
the defending regional
champion Mayfield Cardinals to a convincing win
over Fulton City.
The Cards hit 24 of 49
shots for just under 50
percent, but the coach
said his club's shooting
eye should be sharper as
things get down to the
nitty-gritty.
"When you don't shoot
good at this stage," he
said, "you're lucky if you
win a ball game. (Joe)
Prince is shooting 51 percent from the field all
year and tonight he was 06 in the first quarter. If
we hit anything it was in
the fourth quarter."
Despite Prince's early
trouble with finding the
net, the coach said his
strategy was to keep
"pushing it in to him."
The big center wound up
with 15 points on seven
for 15 shooting, second
only to teammate
Gerome Owens'18 points.
Fulton City coach
David Elliot said he concentrated his squad's
defense on offensive
threats Jeff Flood and
Franki2 Sanderson, who
combined for just 12
points.
After successfully closat.
ing down that outside
tack, the coach said he
tried to stop Prince with a
double-team, but the ad-

justment was unsuccessful. "He's big enough
and good enough where
he can put it in the
basket," he said.
The problems on
defense were compounded by the younger Fulton
City squad's tendency to
force their shots. But
after trailing by seven
points at the half, the
young team pulled to
within one at 29-28 at
about midway in the third
quarter.
The surge put a brief
scare into the Cards, but
they pulled away in the
last quarter outscoring
Fulton City 18-9.
PADUCAH TILGHMAN
(43)
MARSHALL COUNTY
(62)
"It was just one of
those nights."
That old cliche fit the
situation like a glove, as
coach Bobby Toon's
charged up Marshall
Countians got hit by the
twister from Paducah
and a hurricane named
Eddie Norris.
Norris' 24 points won
him high scoring honors,
but the point total was not
totally indicative of the 65 senior's contribution.
Tilghman had two opponents — the Marshals
and their crowd. But Norris' sky-high rebounds,
alley-oop dunks and
blocked shots silenced the
crowd, while he and his
teammates took care of
the opponents on the
court.
Tilghman jumped on
top quickly, outscoring
the Marshals 20-6 in the
first stanza. Toon called

Annual Wallcovering Sale!
•

Only At

SherwinWilliamsEARTH
%
Stores h:2i, 10

5

for time twice in the
quarter in a futile effort
to take the wind out of the
Blue Tornado.
"We had a slow start,"
Toon said. "We couldn't
get anything to fall. We
were kind of flat. We just
couldn't do it tonight.
They played with better
balance. We tried to trap
them, we tried to man
them. They dictated the
tempo."
Tilghman coach Berny
Miller said his team
played "with a lot of
heart" and was glad they
took the Marshall crowd
out of the picture early.
He said he was sure the
crowd could have had an
adverse affect on his
team, but added it "never
got to be a factor."
The 14-year coach said
he was pleased and surprised with Norris' performance, because his
center had been bothered
by illness. He was also
impressed with Terry
Shumpert, who moved up
from his usual role as
seventh man to start at
guard and score 17 points.
Tilghman shot the net
off the rim, hitting 32 of 48
shots for 65 percent, while
the Marshals hit 24 of 53.
The Blue Tornado also
passed the ball well, as
evidenced by their 13
assists.

—
Beiscores

MAYFIELD 50
Owens 7 4-4 10; Sherrill 3 3-4 0; Prince
71-3 IS; Flood 3041; Sanderson 3040;
Wisnanil 114 0; Moos 1 04 2.
FULTON CITY la
Littleton 5 64 10; Abott 3 0-1 II;
Taykr 1 64 2; Tibbs 3 1.27; Brandin-61
0412; Forrester 164 2.
.• •
PADUCAH TILGHMAN 13
Teague 4 6-11 II; Cooper 36-26; Norris
11 2-2 24; Arta-born 4-4 14; Shompert 7
3-4 17; Thema' 0$-I 0; Miner I 0-1 2;
Gary 2-22; Deshler 1142.
MARSHALL COUNTY IS
Harriette 1 2-2 4; Andersen 6 1-3 13;
Stow 5 3-6 13; Ford 564 141; Naughton 4
Oil; Hodson 0 1-4 2; Weaver 104$;
Owens 241414.

Off

Raising Titanic with inner tube
easier than Ulcupset-Simpson
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Coach Stan Simpson, generally able to
dredge up a light-hearted
one-liner when talking
with reporters, says his
Middle Tennessee team

faces a difficult task in
trying to beat No.15 Kentucky in tonight's NCAA
Mideast Regional basketball game.
How difficult?
"Sort of like trying to

GOODAEAR

All Wallpaper Book Patterns!
•ma

Thousands of Wallpaper Patterns On Sale!

GERONIMO — High-leaping Gerome Owens (22) of Mayfield not only
played airborne defense, he led the Cardinals with 18 points offensively.
Teammate Joe Prince(32) helped out with 15 points.
Staff photo by Jim Redor

Rudolph Tires I, Alignment

Wallpapering Aids
Special Values!
NOW SAVE

ALL WALLPAPER
BOOK PATTERNS!

109:51:16're 26134%ff
Roll

• Fashionable Patterns
To Fit Every
Decorating Style
• Beautiful Styles
For Every Room In
Your Hdrhe
• Select From:
• Strippable
• Scrubbable
• Fabric Backed
_• m-Pasted Patterns

•0I

See Our Complete Book
Selection Including
Exclusive Patterns
Found Only At
Sherwin-Williams Stores

U....,
e.tg
;10 e.tte
•

(All wal)coverung packaged in double
and triple rolls)

it'
10 44B4V.66.
16:4

Save on Beautiful
Window Fashions!

Quality Wallpaper
Water Box
-

Reg
'1 49

Vinyl Wallpaper
Hanging
Tool Kit

3DAYS
TO SAVE1

Reg '749

549

SALE

Clear Corner
Guard Protector
(4 foot length)

(Casio Palyseell

Ptits
No „wow

SAVE...SAVE...SAVE!!
01 1.53
ewoi
878-13
Power Streak

$660°

each
Reg '2 291
49

•

Tie

linS TM

E78-14 Whitewall
G78-15 Whitewall
H78-15 Whitewall
L78-15 Whitewall
600-12 Whitewall

Save On Our Trim Enamel and Ceiling Paint!

Power Streak
Power Streak
Power Streak
Power Streak
Streak

25.0
39.
42.
45.0
30.

1.80
2.35
2.54
2.79
1.43

Everyday Low Prices On These Important Services
FRONT-END
Lube, Oil Change
ALIGNMENT
& Filter
50s

• Over 100 Colors
and Patterns

15

10

A
1611
/

Save 309,?.

tt:iiatiOn
* moral

mk VIts1
"
4
p1751,̀-- Rodiol
"
S_ 3.1 ' uon1.6
Or."'"ilk ES lel
si 73
toeok

Size P215 75015 Whitewall
Steel Belted Radial
066990161t4114flest
Plus 12.59 Fed Ix. Tax
NO TRADE NEEDED

Perfect Touch''
Custom Woven
Woods

Stylish Colors

SItO
twastossoi,
$380v

each

—30% 50%

Levolor•
Metal Blinds
_
_
•Over 200

Thursday Brno
Salerday Fill Year
Pubis With Savins
Ceedyor For
Every Tire Need!

A.

visI

Style Perfect' Latex
Satin Enamel

Gelling Paint - Interior
Rat Latex

• 707 Stylish Colors
Reg '1409 gal

• The All Pu(pose CoatIng
Reg '14 99 gun

11V

10 Oa

Sale ends March 28
0IOW The Ihen...1101km.00001.7

•

PAM start cifront.1 SI 5 SO for our
service. Parts oraladdond
service extra if needed.

includes up to 5 vs maw
motor oil and complete
Chassis lubrication and oil
filter
Includes many imports and
light trucks Roos.co$foioi,
eppointniont

Putoo"as:71"S°:clit Wall7111.111:111":"Mtenribl"Clcaliratt,7670.4401.81:7111::::
littiLshrom.

Liberal Credit Terms
RUDOLPH TIRESOLIGNMENT
GOOD,YEAR

/SA

So. 12th

Southside
Shopping Center
Murray

Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available

753-3321

721 So. 12th

Murray
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raise the Titanic with an
inner tube," Simpson
said with a laugh during a
Wednesday news conference. "It's a
challenge. But when I
leave here I'm going to a
Goodyear (tire) store."
The Middle TennesseeKentucky winner is to
meet 20th -ranked
Louisville. The winner of
tonight's other first round
contest between Robert
Morris and Indiana is
scheduled to see action
against No.17 AlabamaBirmingham. Both of
those games are Saturday afternoon.
"We will not come into
the gym holding the
basketball," Simpson
said in ruling out a delay
type game against the
heavily -favored
Wildcats.
"There's no way we
can get into a running
show with Kentucky," he _
said. "We're going to
for the percentage
shot. That's been the
style good for us in winning 21 games."

Indians
topple
'Breds 2-0
JONESBORO, Ark. —
Solo runs in the third and
seventh innings spelled a
2-0 victory for hest
Arkansas State over Murray State's baseball
squad Wednesday.
The 'Breds, 1-1, were
limited to only four hits
despite a 19-hit triumph
over UT-Martin in their
season opener Monday
afternoon.
Losing pitcher Ronnie
/
2 innChancellor lasted 61
ings relinquishing seven
of the eight hits and both
runs by the Indians while
fanning seven and walking throe.
Don Neufelder relieved
in the seventh allowing a
hit and a walk.
Today the two teams
were scheduled to play a
doubleheader beginning
at 1 p.m.
123441710 T
MURRAY STATE 0 0 0 000 0 0
ARKANSASST.
•0 1
01 X 2
Hite — NISU 4, ASU 1. 38 -- Maloney
ASU I. 161 — Blaine, Scheer MSU
Hunt, Maloney,Stone I ASU
Errors— MSU I .
MP— 'Taylor. LP - Chancellor

-veprow,

fl
-

•
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CUT ABOVE —
Paducah Tilghman
center Eddie Norris
played head and
shoulders above his Marshall County competition
Wednesday night. The
Tornado center scored 24
points and blocked five
shots in Paducah's 83-82
first-round tournament
win.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

•

Save $85 on this 68 rider,
up to $400 on other popular
John Deere Lawn and
Leisure Products

•

Marshals, crowd eliminated from playoffs

Racers, Tigers seek tourney wins
Ron Greene had little
trouble convincing his
players to relinquish
their spring break for a
trip to Las Vegas.
Even though the
Racers will be playing a
game against a team that
lives and breathes rungun, run-gun, don't look
for the Racers to be too
concerned about missing
a few days of vacation.
Tonight's game between Murray State (20-7)
and Nevada-Las Vegas
(19-9) begins at 10:05
Murray time at the Running Rebels' Convention
Center.
Murray State officials
are optimistic that if
Murray wins tonight and
Tulane (17-8) trips Louisiana State (14-13) Friday, the Racers might
see their first'home game
in post-season play.
Tonight marks the fourth
straight National Invitational Tournament game
the Racers have participated in — all on the
road.
The Racers won 12 of
their last 14 games while
the Rebels, an independent team, split their
final four outings in-

eluding a 75-73 loss at
South Carolina on Sunday.
Both teams are nearly
balanced talent-wise, yet
if Greene and his squad
have trouble controlling
the tempo, tonight could
last a week for the
Racers.
• • •
Although Marshall
County's boys squad was
methodically ripped to
shreds by the Tilghman
Tornado Wednesday in
the Region I high school
basketball tournament,
credit has to be given to
the losing school's supporters.
The orange-clad turnout reminded this writer
of college days in Big
Orange Country
(Tennessee-Knoxville)
when Volunteer fans did
everything short of injecting orange dye in their
veins to prove their loyalTo

experience

the Murray and Paducah
schools could meet for the
title next Tuesday.
A large turnout is expected

season

Ineeting.

The

win

from

the

Ballard

home court a month ago
and B.B. Kendrick's boys
would like nothing better _
than

tory provides a new goal
for the Tigers to shoot for
— namely revenge for the
75-67 Tilghman win at
Paducah,Feb. 9.
First the Tigers must
pass Ballard Memorial
tonight 6:30), then
Marshall County
'
s
escape the winner of the
elimination disrupted any
second game between
Murray High intentions
Carlisle County and Farof gaining revenge for the
Tiger
mington (8:30). Also,
Marshals' 67-66
Tilghman must deny
upset in the District 4
Mayfield in;Monday's
championship game.
But, Tilghman's vic- semifinal round before
•

The regional competition will be noticably
quieter in Racer Arena
the next few days
because the Marshal
backers will be at home.
• I. • '

the

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

to

spoil

Murray's

at., the

shot

regional _

1980 Chevy Comoro Z28
White with red interior, Hop, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, power
windows power door locks, tilt wheel
cruise, AM/FM tape. Extra nice 28,006
miles.

Here's

something

muPPAY

to

add to all the title talk,
championship

and

lingo

RENTAL SALES

—

accompanying the recent
tournaments:
As

quoted

from

the

CENTER

_

New York Times several
years ago, "Being a'
champion means proving
you are champion
whenever proof seems re-

200E. Morn

753-8201
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After The Sole „
- 7
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7th Rogisa
Lou. Mercy 59, Log. Moore 51
Lou. Ballard 56, Loa, Assumption 41
Ith &ION
Shelby Co. 13,Scott Co. 511(OT
Oldham Co. 43, Grant Co. 37
116 Raglan
Frankfort W. Hills 59, Lea Lafayette
35
Mercer Co. 45, Berea 42
11tb Roglse
Athwthilihre146, Millard 35
lloRaN.Retry Layne 50
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Nothing Runs Like a Deere®
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IN RAM=
Breckiaridge Co. $7, Owensbon
Apollo 47
Obia Co. $4,Davies'Co.47
la Region
Lac Doss 57,Lou. Holy Rosary 411
Log. Southern 44, Loa.'ablate 42

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — Schedule
and results of the National Association
of Intarcoliegiate Athletics basketball
!agreement, with overall records in
pareetbasio (AU times Central)
thane Resod
Watlessiey'sGYMS
K earegy St 77, Hanover MI
Sagieaw Valley 67, Soothern Tech II,
OT
S C -Spartanburg 63, St Mary's,
Tees.$3
Henderson St 7t, Moorhead St II
Blida 61, Quincy, Ill 51
Hamplea Ins! 63, Get Washington
Id
Wis -Kau Claire II, St Themes
Armless 77
W Oregon 63. Briar Cid f 54

have

Tigers extracted a 63-54

High school baskeboll

Rational larkatisa Twarnemeat
First Rend
Tuanday's Gams
Oklahoma IL Oral Roberts 73
Weinsethy's Games
Perdue 72, Western Kentucky 65
Delta.76, Cemeetieut 75, OT
Illinois 136, Long Island U. 7$
Texas LIM N,Lamar 56
Washington N,Brigham Young 63
Tbereley'sGamos
Temple(10-7)at Georgia (16-11)
loss(244)at Rutgers(194)
dmoricea U.(214)at Bradley (21-111)
Murray St. (211-7) at Nev.-Las Vegas
(194)

collision.

squads

proved from their regular

volume that the Marshall
masses produced during
both the District 4 tournaments and the regional
contests is truly a tribute
to the dedicated parents
and supporters of MCHS
athletics.

Girls

It's our biggest sale of the season. Here's what
you'll find:
• Save $100 toward the purchase price of a new
John Deere 108 or 111 Lawn Tractor.
• Save up to $400 toward the purchase price of a
new John Deere lawn and garden tractor. Hurry,
all offers expire May 31. .

tonight's

Tiger-Bomber
Both

SCOREBOARD
Wedseaday animal Gammas
Be"
let Rights
Mayfield 56, Fulton 39
Paducah Tilghman $3, Marshall Co.
63
lad Radios
Madisonville 77, Livingston Central 54
Todd Co. Central 53, Union Co. NI
402R.Ø
ANNemIN Cumberland Co. 57
WarreiXast 57, Allen Co. 51
1th RogIse
--MINIMISES'S
,
.Adair Co•
1ildifil.1101. NI, La Rae Co. n
Sth Regime
Commeell,Con. Holmes 73
Cow.Scott SI, Newport ill 1011
lath Regime
Clark Co. 73, Harrison Co. 45
Maine Co. 74, Bracken Co. M
13011 Regime
Boyle Co.113, C.doey Ca.56
Pialuki Co. 71, Wayne II
14th Ragbag
Logic Co.IN Lotcher Co. 49
Kee& Central le, Wolfe Co. 73
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Lady veterinarian uses acupuncture to treat animals
SADIEVILLE, Ky.
( AP ) — The ancient
Oriental medical practice
of acupuncture has been
used successfully on
humans, so why not on
animals? ,
Since last November,
Dr. Denise Jones has used acupuncture in 15
cases —• ranging from
colic to infertility to
lameness. The method
doesn't always work "but
I've had some dramatic
cures," said Mrs. Jones,
who received her doctor
of veterinary medicine

degree from Cornell
University's veterinary
college in 1973.
She came to Kentucky
some six years ago to
work at Castleton.Farm
and later opened her own
veterinary office in Scott
County.
"There are people who
won't let me do it (use
acupuncture)," on their
animals, she said. "My
telephone's not ringing
off the wall."
But she's convinced
that the combination of
time and knowledge of

the procedure will change
things.
Past acupuncture
stories have concentrated
on cures for human illnesses. The acupuncture
diagrams that Mrs. Jones
carries with her are of
pigs, chickens, dogs,
horses and cows.
"I think in the next 10
years it's something
that's going to be a lot
more common and a lot
more is going to be known
about it."
The American
Veterinary Medical

Association now regards
acupuncture as experimental, said Michael
Walters, the association's
director of public information.
Mrs. Jones' fascination
with the procedure began
in veterinary college, she
said. "One of my professors had come back
from Japan and had
learned some acupuncture over there and he's
the one who stirred my interest."
She started taking
classes sponsored by the

International Veterinary
Acupuncture Society .
Her first acupuncture
assignment was to cure a
"foundered" horse, one
whose hoofs had grown
abnormally because of a
severe inflammation in
its feet. The horse was
severely crippled and
prone to lie down most of
the day.
Nine acupuncture
treatments later, she
said, "and he is capable
of walking. He spends
most of his time standing
and he's gained weight."

Businessman ends offer to buy bank
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Lexington
businessman Wallace G.
Wilkinson has withdrawn
his offer to buy into
United Kentucky Bank,
saying he will return
about 135,000 shares
already tendered by
stockholders.
Wilkinson said Wednesday that he decided
against continuing the offer because of a ruling
Monday by the Federal
Reserve Board that effectively blocked his acquisition of the stock.
In early December,
Wilkinson submitted a
tender offer to acquire
396,000 shares, or 50.1
percent, of the stock of
United Kentucky Inc.,
holding company of the
bank,for ;25 a share.
He also submitted an
application to the Federal

Reserve Board to acquire
control of the bank here.
After filing additional information requested by
the agency, the normal
60-day waiting period for
staff review began Jan.8
and was to have ended
Monday.
After Monday, if there
was no objection from the
agency, Wilkinson could
have acquired the 135,000
shares that had been
tendered. But late Monday, the agency called for
additional staff review
and extended the waiting
period for another 30
days.
Wilkinson said the
delay would "disenfrrnchise" him because of
merger negotiations between United Kentucky
and Liberty National
Bancorp. Inc., parent of

Louisville's Liberty National Bank and Trust Co.
United Kentucky's
shareholders are scheduled to meet March 22 and
Liberty National's
shareholders on March 24
to vote on the merger.
Wilkinson said that if
he couldn't acquire the
United Kentucky shares
before those meetings, he
would have no votes, no
chance to elect directors
to the board and no voice
in the merger discussions.
The 135,000 shares
would have given him
about 20 percent of
United Kentucky's stock,
enough to influence the
outcome of the directors'
election and the merger
vote.
In a press release,
Wilkinson said the agen-
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cy ordered the 30-day extension because of objections raised by the Kentucky Department of
Banking and Securities —
even though the department has withdrawn its
objections.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
4 Latvian coin
5 sewing case
8 Clothed
7 Rustic ride
8 Either's
companion
9 Yearning
10 Tally
bor
15 Ong of *even 12 Morays
17 ''Please don't 13 Slowly, in
say —'
music
16 Thailand,
18 Likely
20 Homer epic
formerly
21 Brttish title
n Annoying
Perceive by
21
22 Entreaty
senses
24 Droop
25 Unaspireted n elooif of
TVS
26 Has a bite
25 Liquid
28 Stirring
measure
30 Strike
27 Posed for a
32 Treats for
Dobbin
Portrait
29 Totem pole
33 Gap
31 Pocketbooks
35 Snare
33 Solidify
37 Coolers
38 Decay
40 Greenland
settlement
42 Energy unit
43 Showy
flower
45 Before
46 Paid notice
47 Consecrates
49 Bye
50 Indian tents
52 Fragment
54 Slyly
malicious
55 Lassies

ACROSS
1 Fashion
6 Cuts up
11 Invent
13 Visigoth
king
14 CT's neigh-

Jack Egerston, an
assistant director in the
Fed's division of banking
supervision and regulations, confirmed that the
state had filed, and then
withdrawn, some objections to Wilkinson's acquisition plan. But
Egerston said that the
state's involvement
didn't weigh heavily in
the Fed's delay.
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36 Separated
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39 Trial
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44 Paper
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47 Fourposter
48 RR depot
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53 Scale note
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Down nine gained the U.S. 3 Shooise
MINIM
WINIMM
a swing of 510 points or 11

"The staff simply needed more time to study the
proposal," Egerston said.
"That's not uncommon.
This is a complicated acquisition."

IMPs and the U.S. was on its 8.
way to an exciting but decisive Bermuda Bowl win.
Bid with Core
South holds: .1141-B
#Q 7 6 4
K J 10 6 2
•A 105
•7

North
l•

Seal

ANSWER: Three spades.
The hand is worth about 13
support points and the jump
raise is most descriptive.
Send bridge sesotioss to Tbe Aces,
P0 Box 12313, Dallas, Texas 71226,
with self•addroses& stamped anedope
for reply
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Pre-Season
Lay-Away Sale
tay-lovayislay

Save'40.00
On This
5 H.P.
Garden
Tiller

Tiller 5 hp

Was $339.95

-n.us 15 A
VERY BOOZING
STORY..

"Help!"she cried.

"Acupuncture has been
really impressing me
because, even though I
believe in it, it's hard to
believe."
Even those who believe
in acupuncture seem
uncertain why it works.
Mrs. Jones said the
body emits an electromagnetic held, and
electricity or energy may
be involved.
"It almost seems to
have a tranquelizing effect on the horse, when
you put the needle in,"
she said.
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I. Legal Notice

INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray, Kentucky is accepting bids for purchase and
installation of 300 squares fiberglass,
sealed-down, roofing shingles, of not less
than 215 wt.
Bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m.,
March 26, 1982.
Bid opening will be held at 2:00 p.m.,
March 26, 1982.
Bid award will be made within 10 days
following bid opening.
Specifications may be obtained at the
Housing Authority Office, located at 716
Nash Drive, Murray, KY., after 10:00
a.m., March 11, 1982.
The Housing Authority reserves the right
to accept or reject any or all bids in the
best interest of the Housing Authority.
NOTICE OF
UNITED STATES
MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue oi judgment and order of
sale dated January
25, 1982, directed to
me and issued from
the Office of the
Clerk of the United
States District
Court for the
Western District of
Kentucky, Paducah
Division, in the Action of United
States of America,
Plaintiff vs. Gary
Charles Hollander,
et al, Defendants,
Civil Action C810226 -P(J), on
March 25, 1982, at
the hour of 11:00
a.m., at the
Calloway County
Courthouse door,
Murray, Kentucky,
I will sell to the
highest and best
bidder the following
real estate:
Lot No. 2 in Block
"C" of Bagwell
Manor Subdivision
to the town of Murray, Kentucky as
shown by revised
plat of record in the
office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court in Plat
Book 2, Page 39.
The restrictions inscribed on the plat
as recorded in Plat
Book 2, Page 39, are
made a part of this
conveyance as if
they were written
herein in full, except the restriction
concerning a
residence with a
flat roof, see waiver
of record in the office of the Clerk
aforesaid in Deed
Book 127, page 390.
BEING the same
property acquired
by Gary Charles
Hollander and Judy
Ann Hollander, his
wife, by deed dated
October 14, 1980,
and recorded on
MICROFILM in
Book 161, Card 1366,
in the Office of the
Clerk of the
Calloway County
Court.
The above
described real
estate is being sold_
to satisfy a lien in
the amount of
$31,151.70, plus accrued interest in the
amount of $551.13 as
of October 7, 1981,
plus additional interest at the daily
rate of $2.2404 from
October 7, 1981, until date of judgment
and interest
thereafter on said
Judgment at the
rate of 8% per annum until paid, plus
costs,
disbursements and
expenses.
TERMS OF SALE
The real estate
will be sold to the
highest and best
bidder at the place
and time above
mentioned for cash
or upon a credit of
30 days, with 15% of
the amount of the
purchase bond and
the interest computed at the rate of
8% per annum that
has accrued from
the date of execution to the date of
full payment to the
United States Marsha 1 . The real
estate shall be sold

free and clear of
any and all liens
and encumbrances,
except for any
state, county, city
or school ad
valorem taxes
which may be due
and payable or
assessed against
said property at the
time of sale, and
shall be sold free
and clear of any
right or equity of
redemption. The
rights of all parties
shall attach to the
proceeds of the sale
of the real property
in the same manner
and with the same
effect as they attach to the property
prior to the sale.
Ralph H. Boling
United States Marshal
Western District of
Kentucky _
204 U.S. Cosiatouse
Building
Louisville, Kentocky 40202
As of March la 1982 I
Thomas Underwood
will no longer be re
sponsible for any debts
other than my own.
Thomas Underwood.
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Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section
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NOTICE
Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Cod.

BIM CALL
Oer Self lateen •
759-4444. Childree's
Story • 759-444S.
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of gamin 24 Kt.
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3differeot styles
$2.,5 Enk

Wholesale
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Inc.
Ohm* Mai
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6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

Clarence Phillips will ATTENTION Are yeu
be at the main door of interested in retiring in
the courthouse on five years with a
at guaranteed income for
1982
March 12,
2 00pm for the purpose life? Exciting work.
of taking VA and FHA high commission paid
no high pressure
no
applications to buy
or refinance a experience necessary.
build,
house under the new We will train you. All
much lower interest replies confidential.
rates. For details phone Bowermaster 202 Col
leoe Cts. MSU Murray.
Bobbie McCarver,
Ky. 42071.
Phillips Mortgage Co.
inc.. at 615 6841029.
COMMISSION
SALESPERSONS
MANUFACTURER'S
REAL ESTATE
REPS
AGENTS, INSURANCE
AGENTS- We have a
client offering direct
SOO North Foorth
sales positions with
income in the SO to 75K
Norm, Ky.
range. Protected terri753-3251
tory in Western or
Central Kentucky.
Leads furnished. Travel
We will stretch and
•frome you Tel required. For confidential interview send
needlework
resume to Mr.
Carter Studio
Spurlock: Spann Realty
Associates PO Box 545
7S) 1298
3GG Mem
Murray. Ky. 42071 502formerly 753-7724.
John Murphy
of Lancaster and Levit •
town, Pa.. contact old
EXPERIENCED
Andy King
friend
JOURNEYMAN
Contact will be strictly
confidential. Call 215
ELECTRICIANS
273-2736.
We need two or three

SHIRLEY
FLORIST

Men or Women:

$24.95
Levi hens:
Mon's $15.95
Women's end Misses
$23.95
Students $14.95
Childress $12.95

An equal
stneisret

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
OfYillic Plus
Open 9 cm. to 9 p.m.
753-7113
Polled Herefords West
Kentucky P.H.A. Show
and Sale March 13th.
Show 9 a.m. Sale
12:10.p.m. at MSU
Murray. Ky. 10 bulls.
0
4
females. Duncan
Alexander 502-355-2256.

We lily
'Soft
Come by and sm,
Weather Vone's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Mein Street
Merrily, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon..
Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00

6. Help Wanted

do
x lawn wort.
perienced call 437 4858.

14. Want to Buy
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m
767 4169.
Standing timber large
Call
or small track
437 4233.
Wanted: a 2 row
tobacco setter. 498-$633
or 782-3313.
Wanted. used goose
decoy floaters. Call
489 2269 after 6p.m.

electricians for two
projects in
Hopkinsrille. Write
P.O. Box 1113
Nopkinsrille, Ky.
42040 or call 502885-1821 to make
applications.
HALL CONTRACTING
CORP.

Kenny Rogers
Jeans

Antiques

9.Situation Wanted
Will mow lawn and

15. Articles for Sale
DTS Electric cash relike
gister series 210,
new. $850. 753-0318.
Martin houses 6 room
$24.99. 12 room $36.99.
1
24 room
room $49.99
$ 59 .99 . Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Reel -to-Cassette Tape
Duplicator Wollensak.
$350. Suitable for
church or commercial
use. 759-4997.
Rot° tiller 3hp gear
White sewing
drive,
machine in a mohagany
cabinet. Call 753-5295.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Tobacco sticks. Call
345-2861 or 247-3953.
Turnips for sale $6. per
bushel. Bring your own
container. 753-4725.

iiaerifivaity

Immediate position
available for Ky. licensed registered nurse, as
Director of Nursing
of 100 bed
Service
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah.
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
with photo 2 letters of
reference from former
employers or professional persons to Box
1137 Paducah, Ky.
National Corporation of
Aloe and skin care
needs ambiproducts.
tious and sales minded
people full or part-time.
Call local representative between
8a . m .-5p.m . 753 7919:Someone to come to my
home to babysit 1 child
and do very light
housekeeping. Must
have own transportation. Call 759-1087 after
5p.m.
Wanted: Experienced
carpenter to work for
barter. 753-0318.
Wanted: Ladies to do
typing in their home.
Write PO Box 221
Murray. Ky. 42071.

10. Business Opportunity

Creative Circle needs WE NEED DEALERS,
ambitious for new stand-up
creative
person to sell and cookbook. Free details.
manage needle-craft in Weist Publishing Com(S. Main St.)
the area. Call Mahala pany,
Dept. S. P.O. Box 164
314-386-5132.
Englewood, Oh 45322.
Full time, high speed,
accurate typist to learn 13. For Sale or Trade
and operate IBM display writer. Send brief Store building in good
resume including phone location. Will except
number to PO Box 1040 large boat or auto as
D Murray. Ky. 42071.
part payment. Roof heating
n - mount Marine
I am makind
believable money sell- and air condition unit
ing Fay Swafford per- $150. 17ft. fiberglas
deep
sonalized purses and boat. Boatrider
50hp
luggage. If you would and wide hull,
like a full or part-time Johnson and trailer
job call 527-9637 after $1500. Fold down camper $450. 436-2506.
5p.m.

AUCTION SALE
641 Acetion Howse Hwy. 641 North Pons, Tn.
Every Friday night 6:30 p.m.
This week a Opossom belly kitchen

cabinet, oak Hoozer cabinet, oak hall tree,
round table and 6 chairs, oak wash stand,
lamps, picture frames, chairs, lots of
glassware and much more
Aectioneers:
Larry Imams No. 646A
Shorty McBride No. 247

41. Public Sale

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

AM FM stereo with turn
table in built in cabinet
Call 753 2407
Refrigerator like
G E
19ft Hitachi corn
new
ponewt stereo set, trunk
B Ellis
tool box,
Star
Chalmer tractor
craft aluminum boat
Toledo store
12ft
Kenmore
scales
washer and dryer. Days
753-7151. nights 474-r1.57.

Garage Sale 3 Party
Furnished 1 bedroom
2 Friday and Saturday
1
carpeted apartment /
block from University. 1523 Oxford (Canterbury Estates) from
Call 753 2967 after 5p m.
Ila.m. 5p.m. Glassware
Furnished 1 bedroom
clothes.
carpeted apartment. M2 furniture
block from University. fireptace equipment,
air conditioner
Call 753 2967 after Sp.m.
all day
Lakeland Wesley Vill- Garage Sale
mile west
age now renting 1 Saturday. I/7
121.
bedroom elderly apar- of Stella on Hwy.
tments. HUD Rent
Subsidy Program. Apply 43. Real Estate
L.W.V_ U.S.6 8 at
Ben- • Perdue it Therein
Jonathan Creek
ton. Ky. 42025. 502-354Insurance &
8881 An Equal Housing
Reel Estate
Opportunity.
Septhside Coen Sq.
Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town. Farm
Murray, Kentucky
work agreement
753-4451
available for right
couple. Call 753-8848.
Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town. Farm
work agreement
available for right
couple. Call 753-8841.
753-1222
One bedroom unapartment.
furnished
New wall to wall carpet
PERFECT
re -modeled kitchen.
HOME
FIRST
Deposit and references
Recently remodelrequired.
Call Spann Realty Asd
n
eda
soc. for all your real
redecorated. This
estate needs. 753-7724.
2 bedroom home
One bedroom furnished
has an electric
apartment. $90. a
floor furnace for
month. 121 North next to
fairgrounds. 753-3139.
winter and a nice
One bedroom furnished
wooden deck for
apartment $85. per
summertime enmonth plus deposit.
joyment. Priced in
Hwy 121 South. Call
the $20's.
753-5405.
One bedroom furnished
apartment Off street
Wagon Wheel
Parsing. Private entr
- The air of
Charm
ance. Rent reasonable.
restfulness
Inquire 503 N. 6th.
permeates the four
One bedroom furnished
bedrooms in this
or unfurnished
lakefront apartment in
cypress home. A
Panorama Shores.
friendly dining
Fireplace with insert.
room that invites
References and deposit
you to meals and a
required. 436-2484 or
753-7272.
fireplace that is a

DIAMOND
$19.00 sick set on
your charm Sr Ne-

Na Giumnkks1
Loo's Immediate

w.

Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th

50. Used Trucks

47. Motorcycles

1980 Harley Davidson 1973 Chevrolet Van
excel
Re built engine
XLS Roadster. Black
and gold. $800 lent throughout $950
silver
52 miles per 1803 College Farm
miles.
gallon. lots of chrome. Road
1975 Jeep Cherokee 4x4.
753 9635
Good condition,. Colt
753 4666 after Sp.m.
1980 Yamaha, 1976 Ford F 700 2 ton
Maximum 1, 4 truck 23 000 actual
5 speed trans
cylinder drive miles.
mission. 362 heady duty
shaft, like new, motor 753-0959
15 passenger
2,317 miles. 1981 Dodge
van. 753 7370.

Owner must sell
because of illness.
436-2933 or 7534993.

Sl. Campers

QT 'Yamaha Moped,
llin. lawnmower, Real
istic stereo with turn
I
table and cassette
white wall radial tires.
753-1499.

Slide in camper, fully
electric
self contained
or gas refrigerator.
water
heat electric,
pump. stove and oven.
Sleeps 6. 1969 Ford
pickup. Good condition.
28000 miles since over
haul. Sell together or
seperate. Call 436-2218.

53. Services Offered
Free estimates. All
your electrical plumbing. well pumps heat
air conditioning
ing.
painting and insulating
needs. Call 753-9673.
Fes your lime hauling
and lime spreading.
white rock gravel and
coal' hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.

siding and Ale •
trim for aN bosses.
stops pointing.
Jock Glover
•

Handyman will do electrical and plumbing
repairs and general
maintenance. Murray
and North Calloway
25. Business Services
30 ft. Fiberglas County. Reasonable
houseboat on Kentucky rates. Call 436-2103.
4.Auto Services
HODGES TAX SE R
lake. $7000. or land K & K STUMP R EMOVICE. The Income Tax
Import Auto Salvage exchange. 753-4718.
V A L . Do you need
Specialist 1104 Pogue
new and used parts. Glastron 15ft. run -a- stumps removed from
Ky. Call 759Murray
474 2325.
bout. Walk through your yard or land
1425.
Over 50 rebuilt auto
cleared of stumps? We
windshield, power tilt,
matic transmissions in 60 Evinrude motor.
can remove stumps up
26. TV-Radio
stock. 90 day un
winter cover. $2500. Call to 24 inches below the
conditional warranty
leaving only
ground,
753 9271 after 5p.m.
Call
Reynolds Trans
McGregor 21ft. sail sawdust and chips.
missions Hwy 69 North boat. 3 sails, boat motor for free estimates. Bob
Paris, Tn. 901-6.42-2572.
and trailer. Excellent Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Used Volkswagon parts condition. Sanjuan 21ft. Kemp Jr 435-4319.
at Dwain's. 435-4272.
Licensed electrician for
sail boat. 753-1736.
2hp. residential and com1
Sears boat motor 7 /
25" color $39.95
49. Used Cars
and
tank and bilge pump. mercial. Heating
19" color, 13" colgas in1972 Chevrolet Caprice. A 1 condition. Call 759- air condition.
stallation and repair.
or, 19" B/W
good condition 1987.
Clean,
$800. 4 new radials $50. Two house boats. 38ft Phone 753-7203.
Goodyear Viva $9500.
each,
32ft. $7500. Call Make the best of a bad
GR 78-15. 753-5281, 753- Cypress Bay Resort situation and save
753-7575
money. Been window
0990.
901-232-8221.
and seen new
shopping
Air.
Century.
Buick
1974
27. Mobile Home Sales
car prices? Keep your
good condition. Call 53. Services Offered
car and imagine a new
Reconditioned used
10x50 furnished with lot
759-9985.
ALCOA ALUMINUM interior. Tell us what
also 3 seperate lots for
1974 Chevrolet Chevelle. SIDING or vinyl siding
refrigerators,
you want. Will make
4 door clean $1275. Also and trim. Aluminum
washers , dryers, sale. Call 436-2816.
your car as nice as any
1959 Nafhua 10x45 fur1964 Ford pickup. 6 trim for brick houses.
new one. Bill's Upfreezers.
nished 2 bedroom
cylinder $450. 489-2595.
Jack Glover 753-1873.
holstery behind DQ.
mobile home. Window
1976 Buick Electra Asphalt driveways and 753-8085.
air condition,
electric
Limited. 51 000 miles.
parking lots sealed by Need work on your
good condition.
heat,
$1900. Call after 5p.m
Sears. For free es- trees? Topping,
prunhearth of congenial
1972 Atlantic 12x65 fur- 34. Houses for Rent
753-7458.
timates call 753-2310
ing shaping cogolete
ness.
mobile
home.
friendli
nished
Low
Civic.
1978 Honda
double
removal and more Call
Central electric heat Three bedroom
Plus...Best loan ar- mileage
excellent
212 Mein Street
large garden
BOVER'S TREE
Alegi's@ Stnica Co.
and air, 2 bedroom and garage.
we've
rangement
shape. Call 753-3027.
121 on
SERVICE for Pro753-1586
2 bath, good condition. spot. Off Hwy
risil
silts',
ai•ime
Airport Road. Call 753seen - New Listing
fessional tree care.
1978 Oldsmobile Re- Call 753-4808.
riffle trim work. 753-8536.
5209.
gency diesel. White and
at Century 21 1974 12x60 Two bed
red 28 highway miles.
Islorricts. Call Will El P & D Lawn Service. We
19. Farm Equipment
won't last long all electric, cen- Three bedroom home 1
room
loaded, extras. clean.
off campus. Cenblock
are now giving eslailey,153-1211.
condition
air
heat.
tral
Dial 753-1492.
12 heavy duty Johg
low mileage. $.4650 Call
fully
tral gas heat,
timates on lawn mowDeere wagons. Good: With house furniture.
after
5p.m.
136-2682
furnished. Before 4p.m
ing. service and small
rubber and good condi- 753-4091.
range
broil
and
Bake
after 4p.m.
753-8207.
tree service. Call 436REAL ESTATE
tion. Can be seen at 1976 Schult 14x70 excelbelts.
dryer
elements.
753 3763.
2997 or 436-2315.
•
Western Cedar 3
Ellis Popcorn Co. lent condition. Located
all makes. Rowland
Professional painting.
in R iveria Courts. 2 Two bedroom house.
Wiswell Rd. Murray,
and
home
Sales
bath
Refrigeration
BR 2
- 1 9 1 Cutlass
compaperhanging,
fully Possession April 1st
Ky.
bedroom. 2 bath
753-2825.
Service.
with spacious liv10,000
Brougham
residential
$160. month. 407 S. 11th
mercial,
,
large
carpeted
656 International dieSIN.
CARPENTER SER- interior-exterior
753-1737.
farm
ing area and exNAM,lie new.
lift. closets, St. Call
7ft. chisel plow.
VICE. New homes,
estimates.
buildings.
functional
1
tremely
house
Central
bedroom
Two
galore.
cabinets
10
disc with P11IlT
custom kit- Tremon Farris 759-1987.
additions,
kitchen. Central
4 row rotary heat and air. stove and mile west of Stella on
harrow.
all remodeling.
chens
under- 121 Hwy. Garden space
160 bushel grain refrigerator,
hoe
heat plus
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
753-3604.
available.
wagon. 492-8621 after pinned. 10x9 outside
Oldsmobile
economical wood
Concrete, block brick.
storage shed. A great
4p.rn.
Pontiac
21 years experience. No
pplies
room
Pets-Su
38.
extra
stove,
buy at only $8000. Call
job to large or small.
Gallimore Equipment 9594589.
Cadillac
and play;
work
for
Spring
for
now
Register
Free estimates. Call
Hazel Ky. Woods Trac2 Dog Obedience Classes.
Need e second opitriple garage with
753-5476.
tor lawn mowers. rear 1978 Challenger 12x60.
all
adults.
electric.
to
Mein
pups
bedroom.
W.
month
1406
Local
2
nion?
outside storage,
mounted or belly
your
Do you need
fiberglass 436-2858.
753-5315
Cell Keel
mower; blades; small central air
references.
14 beautiful
PLUS
cleaned? Find
carpets
sets
of
2
Registered Border Color large rotary cutters; underpinning
out how inexpensive it
Ovtlend. 159-1712 or
acres, located on
large sundeck,
lie pups. 759-9238 or 1705
tractor rotary tillers; steps.
deep
with
done.
be
can
Ranchero.
Ford
1979
road
753-8076.
paved
Super recently re-modeled. Dodson.
I H Cubs; A's.
Silver. red interior air steam cleaning. Call
354-8669.
Call
ON444,
Highway
A
condition. 8-track tape Jeff 753-0015.
B A.C. with 1980 14x60 mobile home. 41. Public Sale
M
230.
LY 39,900 - come player. Call 753-2330.
Experienced Carpenter Sammy Tidwell Paintinsulation.
Excellent
AC.;
D-12
belly mower.
make your offer! 753-7703.
will do remodeling, new ing and Contracting.
Moving Sale -coffee
Call
electric.
,
central
cultivators
plows
Experienced interior
Realty
end table couch
out buildings.
houses
table,
Spann
Black
Camaro.
Z-28
1980
; 759-4543.
k
s
i
etc. Established family and exterior painting.
and chair $75. a couch
low
trim
Inc.
red
with
,
Associates
Shop Service, tractors.
that makes into a bed
owned business in Free estimates. Call
miles. automatic, air
753-7724.
trucks; Welding 21. Mobile Home Rentals
cars,
2 pin -ball
Murray for many years. 753-4686 or 753-0487.
$50.
and
windows
power
and cutting; New and 10x40 Mobile Home. machines. a bar set,
Call 435-4354 after 5p.m.
fully
Thirty one years exsteering.
power
used parts. Phone Day Furnished,
air condi- also a pool 45. Farms for Sale
perience. Carpenter loaded. Must see to
502-492-8837; Night 901- tion, nice, good loca table(Minnasota Fats
remodeling
Tn.
building
appreciate. Paris.
Colin
farm
247-5443.
acre
90
ROOFING
t
ion. Brand) lin. slate $750.
and repairing annex on
901-642-1961. $7500. Also
older
with
dwater
753-3895 after 5p.m.
A mini bike. Call 753BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
home and trailer. 4361979 Chevrolet Van.
72. Musical
home. 70 tendable
R efereaces. All wort
Nice 2 bedroom trailer 8200.
2253.
Newly customized in
30
and
bottom
40
CAR STEREO Pioneer
near Murray. No pets. Yard Sale-c_hildrens acres.
ypear••teed. Free
Tree Work. Topping,
and 1981. Blue and silver,
Burley
hillside.
in
Marantz,
Kenwood,
489-2611.
Estimates, Coll 759and taking
clothes and miscellatrimming
tobacco base. fully loaded. $85.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- Two bedroom $90. neous. Hwy 1215 about 3 air cured
1859 or 753-6501.
down. 436-2172.
Call Bob Haley at GOVERNMENT SURfessional installation. month plus deposit. 1 miles from 9-5p.m.
Tree trimming and
Morgan Trevathan & PLUS CARS AND
Sunset Boulevard Music mile out of city limits
753-4000 or TRUCKS many sold GENERAL HOME removal. Hedges and
Realty
Gunn
Center
Dixieland
Hwy 121 South. Call 43. Real Estate
through local sales.
489-2266.
REPAIR. 15 years ex- shrubs. Firewood. 753Chestnut St. 753-0113.
753-5405.
under $300. Call 1-714- perience. Carpentry.
5476.
Sale
for
46. Homes
569-0241 for your direc- eoncrete,
Two bedroom traiter.
plumbing,
Wet basement? We
to
purfurnished. Brandi's
Strout. 3 bedroom brick house tory on how
sliding. NO make wet basements
roofing,
Trailer Court. Call 753work completely
JOB TO SMALL. Free dry.
Refit, Carpet throughout 2 chase. Open 24 hours.
8411.
Responsible party to
large living Two Studebaker cars. estimates. Days 474- guaranteed. Call or
baths
write: Morgan Con2359 nights 474-2276.
up mryinents on
room and den. 2 car 753-5463.
Business Rentals
office Cosa te Coast
garage with large stor- Want to sell 1970 Buick Guttering by Sears. struction co. Rt. 2 Box
like new piano.
Ky.
Sayers trem Everywhere
age room. Call 4119-2145 good for parts. $75. Sears continuous gut- 409 A Paducah.
11•1114 Sonia Sims 1911
-436-5830
or 753-2493.
ters installed for _yew 42001 or call 442-7026.
1912 Ceidwiter Reed
Mil
specifications. Call Will sharpen hand saws.
Assumable. like new. 2
Trucks
Merrily, teetweiy 42171
Sears 753-2310 for free chain saws and skill
Wanthesse
year old home. Fenced 50. Used
(502)733-1186
saws. Call 753-4656.
heat Jeeps
in yard
garage
Specs
Mums
Government estimate.
Anytime
V.
23. Exterminating
Call
extras.
Sears
plus
Window Cleaning fast
at
pump
sales
Fence
196.
53
for
listed
Surplus
Faust
EDE I. RENEW
owner 753-8169 or sold for S4400. For now. Call Sears 753-2310 service. Satisfaction
753.4750
SHROAT WALDROP information call 312-931- for free estimate for guaranteed. Free esUceend & Beaded
timates. 753-7140.
759-1707.
your needs.
1961 Ext. 1774.
new extra
owner
By
Rent
For
32. Apts.
nice 4 bedroom house.
O.K. ATTENTION
Spacious large rooms.
One or 2 bedroom
Lynn Grime..- a
Must see to fully apapartments for rent at
preciate. Will except
Embassy Apartments.
community where
any reasonable offer.
Call 753-3530 or 753-4331,
people care! WhisAuctien Selo Saturday Merck 13th at 10 a.m. at the late Mrs. Nettie Paschall
Call 753 3903.
Two bedroom furnished
tle while_goli work
home is Hazel, Ky. at 3rd and Dee Stmt. See signs north of Hazel Lumber.
apartment 311 N. 5th .
House for sale by
kitcheery
this
in
Will sill house of furniture. Mrs. Robbie Milstesil owner.
owner. 6 rooms and
Water furnished. $155.
Phone 753-3914
chen. Save $$ on
built-in garage.
bath,
Fancy walnut bedroom suit, fancy wash stand, nice old quilt
per month. No pets. Call
Completely furnished.
your Polock wood
753-1203.
box, treadle sewing machine, fancy old living room suit and odd
24. Miscellaneous
1st class. Priced 535 000.
Two bedroom duplex.
stove. Here's a
dining table and chairs with buffet and china cabinet,
chairs,
759-4702.
and air. No
bonus buy - Trust
Merrit Student En- Central heat
good old quilts, good coverlet, one lot of lining, camel
several
3
280
$200.
on
month.
House for sale
-753-1492
cyclopedias. 20 volume pets. $210.
Call
us
required.
bock trunk, nice old mirro, oak coat rack with mirro, old Watermiles from lake. Owner
set. 2 volumn dictionary deposit. Lease
Century 21 Loretta
5p.m.
down.
$3000.
after
financing.
Call
volumn
bury 8-day clock, Ingram mantle clock, small mantle clock, small
4 year books. 4
Jobs Realtors
436-2658.
and 753-6699.
medical books.
table with claw feet and gloss balls, other small tables, old
oak
On the lake in Pine
bookcase. 753-7635 after
-magazine rack,4 old dining choirs, many old picture frames, old
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
5p.m.
$47,
dock.
rocking choirs, small drop leaf table with chairs, sornla rposter
garage and
paints.
Plaster ware
500.436 2102.
bedroom suit, electric stove, old silver wear, some good glass and
pieces
Many
brushs.
bedroom
house
2
Small
children
ideal for
china, stem sherbet dishes, footed pickle dish, old butter dishes,
in country. $7000. Call
groups. Tuess•Fri. other
brush gold dessert dishes ond bowl with sugar and creamer and
753-8014.
days call 362-4666. Tip holder, old preserve stand, red bowl and candle holder,
spoon
Three bedroom home on
tons 641 Cottages 3
Hwy 94. Formal dining
miles south of the dam.
some fine chino, other good old pieces of gloss, beautiful hand
living room
room,
Potting soil, top soil,
pointed kerosene lamp, other old kerosene lamps, nickle match
and
cow manure.
box, occupied Japan pieces,fancy old vases, stone piece, old milk
large game room.
Michigan peat 40Ib.
UK
THE
12
CST
NOON
AT
19
MARCH
setting
bottles, wash kettle and tribet, vacuum cleaner, three piece wicker
FRIDAY
and
Private
and
bags. Lawn lime
location.
convenient
PRINCETON,
bags.
RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTER,
marble chips SOlb.
set, feather beds, 410 single shot gun, 22 rifle, 1968 Buick car,
Phone KOPPERUD
Spaghnum peat Icu. ft
KY AND FRIDAY MARCH 26-12 NOON EST AT
this is only a partial listing. For more information and your aucREALTY 753 1222.
bale. Coast to Coast
NEW FARMERS LIVESTOCK MARKET US 27 NORTH,
tion needs call 435-4144 Lynn Grove,Ky.
large
Two bedroom
Hardware.
SOMERSET, KY. TOP PERFORMING ANGUS AND
Sole conducted by Den Miller - Aicilasser
cargarden.
lot,
level
like
Raleigh bicycle
FROM THE UK AND KBCA
HEREFORDS
POLLED
210
4
well.
good
age.
753-7231.
new. $140. Call
COSPONSORED ON-FARM TESTING 'PROGRAM
miles out, just off 121
SEASONED
north at Stella. 514. 000.
WILL SELL. FOR INFORMATION CONTACT CARLA
FIREWOOD. Mixed
Licensed end Bonded ie Kentucky sad Tennessee
$1000. down. Balance
hardwoods 18in. 24in.
CiliNffTE 606/258-2153, GARLAND BASTIN
"MY SERVICE DOESN'T COST, IT PAYS"
11 percent.
at
monthly
rick
a
$27.50
available.
606/276-4205 OR YOUR EXTENSION AGENT.
renting.
consider
Would
John
delivered. Call
Call 489-2595.
Boyer at 753-8536.

KOPPER'ID

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

CLAYTONS

FOR SALE

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
CO.

Purdom's

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

1

I

1

WANTED

N.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

ESTATE AUCTION

Atelley's Termite
& Pest Control

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. /Meer St.(mess hes Gower"um.)

*asking In Sieger Citizens
Nair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
oyie Nem
Men., Tees., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
7:30.2:30. 753-3685
EMOMMIIIMIGNINIIIIIMMOMNI1111111,111111111NIIIMMUIS•MB=5
--•

The Tailor Shop
Corner Mayfield Road & Dodson Ave.
1 1600 Dodson Ave.
759-1177
Alterations
Gents

Children

CUSIOnl Sewing

Drapes

Leather Garments, Chaps, Vests
Black Powder Jackets & Shirts
Emergencies taken care ofimmediately
The Impossible we do Now.
Miracles take a little longer.
All Garmipts Steam Pressed Ready to Wear
Between lalta's Beauty Salon & Rib Shack
Lithis
acithing

BUY A "PROGRESS
THROUGH PERFORMANCE"
TESTED BULL

Don Miller's Auction Service

Ii

•

.

OPY AVAILABLE

C.

1111 ‘II.

Al.Ky..LEDGER & TIMES.Thursda). %larch 11.11113

10BITUARIES1

Rites today
for Wadkins
Services for Ira P.
Wadkins, 92, were today
at ll a.m. in the chapel of
J. H. Churchill Funeral
-11-Ort
-ii. The Rev. Billy
Turner officiated.
Pallbearers were Jewel
McCallon, Dwain
Wadkins, Allen Wadkins,
Howard Newsome,
Junior Compton and John
Tucker. Burial was in
Kirksey Cemetery.

Murrayan's
father dies
in Iowa
Services for George M.
Britton, Sr., will be conducted at United
Methodist Church,
Martelle, Iowa, on Sunday.
Mr. Britton, 69,
Martelle, died Wednesday at Anamosa, Iowa.
His death followed an extended illness. He was
born Aug. 15, 1912, in
Soldier, Iowa.
Survivors include his
\ widow, Mildred Britton;
two daughters, Ann Uddberg, Murray, and Mrs.
Richard Pound, Webster
City, Iowa; a son, George
Britton, Jr., North Liberty, Iowa.
Also surviving are two
sisters, a brother, and
five grandchildren including Ellen Uddberg of
Murray.

Shuttle work
continues

Coroner reveals Belushi died from heroin, cocaine overdose
LOS ANGELES (AP )
— Comedian John
Belushi died of an overdose of injected heroin
and cocaine, authorities
said, and three_ of his
associates reportedly
said he had been using
the drugs for years.
Both drugs were found
in the Sunset Strip
bungalow where Belushi
was found dead, Los
Angeles County Coroner
Thomas Noguchi said
Wednesday.
Three unidentified
show business colleagues
who said they knew
Belushi well were quoted
by The Los Angeles
Times today as saying he
had been injecting
himself with heroin for
the past two years.
"He was shooting
heroin and that was all he
was shooting. He was
snorting cocaine," one of
the producers, who requested anonymity, told

the Times. But the three,
a studio executive and
two producers, said he
did not normally mix the
two drugs in injections.
The three also said they
urged Belushi, whom
they described as "alert
and dependable" while
working, to get off heroin.
The actor had promised
them he would
"straighten out," the
Times reported.
Belushi's wife, Judy,
was instrumental in keeping him away from
heroin, and "If she had
been with him, he'd still
be alive today," one of
the producers said.
Meanwhile, a doctor
who had treated Belushi
said the portly comic had
been warned that an
allergy he suffered would
increase the chance of
respiratory failure if he
used cocaine.
Belushi, whose
popularity on TV's

The Australian
publishing tycoon —
whose empire includes
the Sun and News of the
World in Britain and the
New York Post and the
Murdoch said Atte had San Antonio Express and
won union agreement to News in the United States
an immediate reduction — had demanded some
of 360 jobs at the Times 600 immediate job cuts as
and its sister weekly The a condition of continuing
am happy to say that Sunday Times, and ex- to publish the Times
the Times is saved," he pected that within six newspapers.
told reporters at Lon- months a total of 1,000
He blamed overmanndon's Heathrow airport employees would be cut ing at the two papers as a
before boarding a flight from the papers' total key factor in their losses
to New York.
full-time staff of 2,600.
of the equivalent of $27.15

LONDON (AP) —
Publisher Rupert Murdoch said today he has
decided not to close the
London Times, 197-yearold flagship of the British
press, because printing
and clerical unicns
agreed to his demand for
cost-cutting layoffs.

'*Whether it is saved for
all time depends of
course on economic factors as it does in any
business," he added.

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
— The jury trying to
decide whether Claus von
Bulow tried to kill his
heiress wife has only to
determine who owned the
little black bag that held
an insulin-tainted syringe, the prosecutor says.
But a defense lawyer
told the jury that von
Bulow's stepson lied
when he said he found the
bag in his stepfather's
locked closet.
"If that doesn't create
a reasonable doubt,
nothing does," defense

lawyer Herald P. Fahringer said Wednesday as
both sides delivered final
arguments in von
Bulow's trial on charges
of using insulin to try to
kill Martha "Sunny" von
Bulow, who is in a coma.
Judge Thomas H.
Needham said he would
instruct the jury of seven
men and five women today and release them to
begin deliberations.
The jury heard von
Bulow called a loving
husband by the defense
Wednesday and an in-

(B

genious criminal by the
prosecution. Von Bulow
never took the stand in
his own defense.
Prosecutor.Stephen R.
-Famiglietti ridiculed the
defense case, calling it a
"multiple choice" of
unreasonable explanations for the two comas
Mrs. von Bulow suffered.
The state contends the
55-year-old financial consultant tried to kill his
wife by injecting her with
insulin during Christmas
visits to their Newport
mansion in 1979 and 1980.

Seeds

Bulk
Dormant Oil

Gates said police who
told reporters the death
appeared to be from
natural causes didn't
know about the drug
discoveries.
A woman who was with
the comedian before he
died — identified by
Gates as Evelyn Smith —
probably could not be
shown to have forced the
drugs on Belushi, police
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million a year.

AA.auaAk
On Wednesday, the
Times management said
officials of the National
Society of Operative
Printers, Graphical and
Media Personnel had
"overwhelmingly" approved an agreement
reached last Friday to cut
some 200 clerical jobs.
The ratification appeared
to have cleared the last
major hurdle for Murdoch in his plan to slim
down the papers' payroll.
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Jury to decide von Bulow's innocence, guilt
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and "The Blues fection
said
Belushi, a Chicago
Our investigators are Brothers," sometimes
pretty well convinced, satirized drug use on native who lived in New
York, had flown to Los
however he was injected, "Saturday Night Live."
Belushi had an allergy Angeles last week to
that it was something he
wanted," Gates said. to Novocatri that might discuss a new movie,
Gates said he doubted
Belushi, who was have included related "Noble Rot," with Paracharges would be filed
known for his manic im- drugs such as cocaine, mount Pictures Corp.
relating to either personations and said a Beverly Hills
He was buried Tuesday
Belushi's death or the
slapstick in the movies physician who had on Martha's Vineyard
drugs at the scene of the
"Animal House," "1941" treated him for an ear in- Island off Cape Cod.
$200-a-day bungalow
Belushi had rented at the
Chateau Marmont hotel.
lor Spraying
Belushi's physical
Bulk & Package
trainer, William Wallace,
Fruit Trees
found the nude body
sprawled on a bed.
be cocaine and tkere appeared to be heroin.
There was a substance
found there and it was
found to be cocaine."

London paper to continue publishing

Hog market

industrial Average

"Saturday Night Live"
launched a movie career
that included -Animal
House," died Friday at
the age of 33, and police
initially said he appeared
to have died of natural
causes. But an autopsy
Saturday failed to show
the cause of death, and
more tests on blood and
tissue samples were conducted.
In a statement read by
his secretary Wednesday,
Noguchi said:
"The deceased died of
an overdose due to intravenous injections of
heroin and cocaine. Both
the cocaine and heroin
were found on the
premises."
Police Chief Daryl
Gates also broke the
department's silence on
the case Wednesday.
"We determined right
at the outset it appeared
to be an overdose," he
said. "There appeared to
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CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla.(AP) — As the space
shuttle's countdown
preparations continued
without incident, its
operations director says
he sees no trouble in
meeting the Columbia's
March 22 la,unch date.
"I don't see any reason
why we can't make it,"
George Page told
reporters at a Kennedy
Space Center briefing
Wednesday.
If needed, Page said,
the shuttle's present
schedule could absorb
about three days in
delays from unexpected
problems.
In fact, things have
gone so well in preparing
for the seven-day third
mission that Page has
suggested moving up the
launch of the fourth flight
by a week — from July 4
to June 27.
"We have perfected a
number of techniques adf
seen some dramatic improvements," in the turnaround time between
the second and third missions, Page said. But he
emphasized he was merely suggesting a
"preliminary working
date"for the next flight.
"It hasn't been locked
up," he added.
Page said his launch
crew was "real keyed up
and ready to go."
Only "insignificant"
problems have marred
an otherwise successful
series of operations
leading to the start of the
five-day launch countdown on March 18, he
said. Preparations for the
countdown started Tuesday.
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